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ABSTRACT

 A methodology is formulated for the solution of the inverse problem concerned with the

reconstruction of multi-dimensional heat fluxes for film cooling applications. The motivation for

this study is the characterization of complex thermal conditions in industrial applications such as

those encountered in film cooled turbomachinery components. The heat conduction problem in

the metal endwall/shroud is solved using the boundary element method (BEM), and the inverse

problem is solved using a genetic algorithm (GA). Thermal conditions are overspecified at

exposed surfaces amenable to measurement, while the temperature and surface heat flux

distributions are unknown at the film cooling hole/slot walls. The latter are determined in an

iterative process by developing two approaches. The first approach, developed for 2D

applications, solves an inverse problem whose objective is to adjust the film cooling hole/slot

wall temperatures and heat fluxes until the temperature and heat flux at the measurement

surfaces are matched in an overall heat conduction solution. The second approach, developed for

2D and 3D applications, is to distribute a set of singularities (sinks) at the vicinity of the cooling

slots/holes surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical domain or along cooling hole

centerline with a given initial strength distribution. The inverse problem iteratively alters the

strength distribution of the singularities (sinks) until the measuring surfaces heat fluxes are

matched. The heat flux distributions are determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse

problem is solved. The second approach provides a tremendous advantage in solving the inverse

problem, particularly in 3D applications, and it is recommended as the method of choice for this

class of problems. It can be noted that the GA reconstructed heat flux distributions are robust,

yielding accurate results to both exact and error-laden inputs. In all cases in this study, results

from experiments are simulated using a full conjugate heat transfer (CHT) finite volume models

which incorporate the interactions of the external convection in the hot turbulent gas, internal

convection within the cooling plena, and the heat conduction in the metal endwall/shroud region.
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 Extensive numerical investigations are undertaken to demonstrate the significant

importance of conjugate heat transfer in film cooling applications and to identify the

implications of various turbulence models in the prediction of accurate and more realistic surface

temperatures and heat fluxes in the CHT simulations. These, in turn, are used to provide

numerical inputs to the inverse problem. Single and multiple cooling slots, cylindrical cooling

holes, and fan-shaped cooling holes are considered in this study. The turbulence closure is

modeled using several two-equation approach, the  four-equation turbulence model, as@  0#

well as five and seven moment Reynolds Stress Models. The predicted results, by the different

turbulence models, for the cases of adiabatic and conjugate models, are compared to

experimental data reported in the open literature. Results show the significant effects of

conjugate heat transfer on the temperature field in the film cooling hole region, and the

additional heating up of the cooling jet itself. Moreover, results from the detailed numerical

studies presented in this study validate the inverse problem approaches and reveal good

agreement between the BEM/GA reconstructed heat fluxes and the CHT simulated heat fluxes

along the inaccessible cooling slot/hole walls.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

 Given the large number of sustained operational hours required for industrial turbines,

two important demands placed on such engines are component life and overall engine

performance. These demands are somewhat conflicting because high temperatures are required

at turbine inlet in order to achieve high performance; however, increasing turbine inlet

temperature in turn causes reduced component life and high repair costs and downtime costs.

One way to overcome this problem is to employ film cooling. Film cooling is the introduction of

a secondary fluid (coolant or injected fluid) at one or more discrete locations along a surface

exposed to a high temperature environment to protect that surface not only in the immediate

region of injection but also in the downstream region [1]. This technique is widely used in

protecting critical components exposed to high temperatures; for instance, combustor walls,

vanes, blades, and endwalls or shrouds. It is usually accomplished by introducing film cooling

holes (shaped or non-shaped) or slots to provide a designed insulating blanket of cooler air bled

from the compressor, which comprises the secondary airflow in the gas turbine.

 It is important to characterize the efficacy of such a cooling scheme, particularly as the

compressor air employed to protect critical parts of the turbine is very expensive from an overall

engine performance perspective, as much work has been expended in the compressor to achieve

the pressures at which the secondary airflow is bled. The film effectiveness is a common way to

report the adiabatic wall temperature that is the driving temperature for the convection at the

exposed metal surfaces and to simultaneously provide a measure of the efficacy of film cooling

scheme. The film effectiveness is closely related to the velocity and temperature profiles as well

as velocity and thermal boundary layer thickness. The film effectiveness can be measured in

carefully designed experiments. However, in determining the film coefficient distributions at the
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exposed surfaces, the thermal conditions within the cooling holes/slots are unknown. As there

are no correlations or experimental data available to characterize heat transfer in such cases,

there exists a need to determine the film coefficient distributions in film cooling holes/slots.

 For gas turbine applications, as in many other heat transfer applications, it is necessary to

accompany the computation of the flow and associated heat transfer in the fluid with the heat

conduction inside the adjacent solid surfaces. Such as the case for the film cooling problem

under consideration in this study. The coupling of these two modes of heat transfer is termed as

conjugate heat transfer (CHT). For a typical cooled turbine airfoil/shroud at operating

conditions, there are three heat transfer problems linked together: external convection, internal

convection, and conduction within the metal. The metal temperature distribution, and

temperature gradients, which determine the component life. However, due to the complex,

coupled nature of the heat transfer problem, accurate predictions of the metal temperature are

difficult from a design standpoint.

 Generally, the approaches to calculate the conjugate heat transfer, or the metal

temperature, can be divided up into two methods: the hybrid coupling procedure method and the

homogeneous method. The hybrid method is performed using CFD solvers coupled to a

conventional FEM or BEM solver to predict the temperature distribution at the metal walls. The

main disadvantages of this method are problems associated with handling boundaries between

different calculation areas when using FEM for the conduction solution. However, no such

disadvantage exists when using BEM for the conduction solution as only a surface mesh is

required for the conduction solution. The homogeneous conjugate heat transfer modeling method

consists of direct coupling of the fluid zone and the solid zone using the same discretization and

numerical approach. This makes it possible to have an interpolation-free crossing of the heat

fluxes between the neighboring cell faces; also, the wall surface temperature, as well as the

temperatures in the airfoil/shroud walls are a direct result of this simulation.
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 The retrieval of surface heat fluxes or convective heat transfer coefficients is often

accomplished using surface temperature histories provided by thermographic techniques applied

in controlled experiments and in conjunction with theoretical assumptions. It is herein proposed

to use the boundary element method (BEM) to resolve 2D and 3D heat transfer and determine

heat flux distributions, and consequently the heat transfer coefficient distribution, by a novel

inverse problem method. The BEM is ideally suited to solve this inverse problem as surface

temperatures and heat fluxes appear as nodal unknowns. These are precisely the variables

required in inverse analysis. The BEM is an integral equation numerical technique which offers

many advantages over FDM, FVM, or FEM. One of the most striking features of the BEM is

that, for many engineering problems, the boundary integral equation discretized to solve the field

problem of interest involves only boundary surface(s) of the domain, thereby reducing the

dimension of the problem by one. Thus, the BEM lends itself ideally not only to analysis field

problems, but also lends itself to modeling coupled field problems such as those arising in

conjugate heat transfer (CHT) modeling.

 It is the purpose of this dissertation to develop an inverse problem methodology to

reconstruct the multi-dimensional heat flux distributions or heat transfer coefficient distributions

and to apply this technique to film cooling holes/slots configurations encountered in

turbomachinery applications. In the course of this study, the importance and relevance of

conjugate heat transfer to film-cooling will be established. An inverse problem will be

formulated and a novel solution methodology will be developed based on boundary element

method (BEM) and a genetic algorithm (GA). The heat conduction problem in the metal endwall

or shroud is solved using the BEM, and the inverse problem is solved using a GA. Thermal

conditions are overspecified at exposed surfaces amenable to measurement, while the

temperature and surface heat flux are unknown at the film cooling hole/slot walls. The unknown

temperature and surface heat flux distributions at surfaces that are not amenable to measurements

are determined in an iterative process following two approaches. The first approach, developed
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for 2D applications, solves an inverse problem whose objective is to adjust the film cooling

hole/slot wall temperatures and heat fluxes until the temperature and heat flux at the

measurement surfaces are matched in an overall heat conduction solution. The second approach,

developed for 2D and 3D applications, is to distribute a set of singularities (sinks) at the vicinity

of the cooling slots/holes surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical domain or along

cooling hole centerline with a given initial strength distribution. The inverse problem iteratively

alters the strength distribution of the singularities until the heat fluxes at the measurement

surfaces are matched. The heat flux or heat transfer coefficient distributions are then determined

in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem is solved. This approach offers significant

advantages in model reduction especially in 3D applications.

 In all cases, results from experiments are simulated using a full conjugate heat transfer

(CHT) finite volume models which incorporate the interactions of the external convection in the

hot turbulent gas, internal convection within the cooling plena, and the heat conduction in the

metal endwall/shroud region. Extensive numerical investigations are undertaken to demonstrate

the importance of conjugate heat transfer in film cooling applications and to identify the

implications of various turbulence models in prediction of accurate surface temperature and heat

flux distributions. These, in turn, are used as numerical inputs to the inverse problem approach

developed in this study.

 Attention is now given to the review of the literature. Subsequently, details of careful

finite volume modeling of conjugate heat transfer in slots, rounded and fan-shaped cooling holes

are presented. The physics of film cooling and the importance of conjugate heat transfer are

discussed. The results of the CHT models will be used to provide simulated numerical inputs to

the BEM/GA inverse problem methodology developed in subsequent chapters. Several

numerical examples will be presented to validate the inverse approach to reconstruction of multi-

dimensional heat flux and heat transfer coefficient distributions. Finally, results obtained from
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this study are presented in form of correlations as a guide to the application of the inverse

methodology to experiment.

 The main contributions of this dissertation include the following:

ì  Developing an inverse problem methodology based on boundary element method (BEM)

 and a genetic algorithm (GA) to reconstruct the heat flux distributions with application to

 film cooling holes/slots.

ì  Introducing a new and a unique technique to solve the 2D and the 3D inverse problem,

 i.e. a hybrid singularity superposition/boundary element-based inverse problem method.

 The main advantage of this technique is to eliminate the need of meshing the cooling

 holes/slots. Also, the use of singularity (sinks) distributions significantly reduces the

 number of parameters sought in the  inverse problem. Moreover, the distribution of the

 heat flux at the walls of the cooling hole is determined in a post-processing stage after the

 inverse problem is solved, which constitutes a tremendous advantage in solving the

 inverse problem, particularly for the applications of film cooling holes/slots.

ì  Developing an in-house 2D and 3D codes to solve the inverse problem through the

 course of this study. Those codes are written in Fortran.

ì  Developing a finite volume models (FVM) to simulate the experimental data and to show

 the significant effects of conjugate heat transfer (CHT) for film cooling applications.

ì @  0 Investigating the performance of the two-equation models in addition to the  four#

 -equation turbulence model in predicting the surface temperature and the film cooling

 effectiveness. The simulated results confirmed that the predictions of the realizable -5 %

 model gave the best agreement in comparison to the available experimental data.

ì  Introducing a new correlations for the local and average convective heat transfer

 coefficients along the edges/walls of cooling slots/holes reflecting dependency on

 position, the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers, blowing ratios, as well as coolant-to

 -mainflow temperature ratio.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

 The pertinent literature on the various subjects touched upon in this study is now

presented. Thus the subjects of film cooling, conjugate heat transfer, and inverse problems will

be addressed each in turn.

 In the past three decades there have been numerous studies on the film cooling of gas

turbine components such as airfoils and endwalls. These studies can be divided into two major

sections- experimental studies and computational studies. Also, each section can be divided into

film cooling from 2D slots or film cooling from shaped or non-shaped holes.

 There have been a few studies that have measured endwall heat transfer as a result of

injection from a 2D flush slot just upstream of the vane. Hartnett et al. [2] presented a detailed

study of heat transfer for air injection through a single slot into a turbulent boundary layer on a

flat plate. They showed that the heat transfer coefficients on a film cooled wall agree within 10

percent with those on a solid wall for the same main stream conditions for values of the

parameter  larger than 30, where  is distance downstream from slot leading edge, and  isB Î= B =w w

the slot width. In the case of multiple slots, Chin et al. [3] presented an experimental results for

film cooling of an adiabatic plate of one to ten slots. In this study, the adiabatic wall

temperatures downstream of the last equivalent slot were measured and correlated in terms of the

flow parameters, equivalent slot number and slot spacing, and distances downstream of the last

equivalent slot. Blair [4] measured adiabatic effectiveness levels and heat transfer coefficients

for a range of blowing ratios through a flush slot placed just upstream of the leading edges of his

single passage channel. One of the key findings was that the endwall adiabatic effectiveness

distributions showed extreme variations across the vane gap. Much of the coolant was swept

across the endwall toward the suction side corner resulting in reduced coolant near the pressure
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side. As the blowing ratio was increased, Blair found that the extent of the coolant coverage also

increased. Measured heat transfer coefficients were similar between no slot and slot injection

cases.  

 Roy et al. [5] compared their experimental measurements and computational predictions

for a flush cooling slot that extended over only a portion of the pitch directly in front of the vane

stagnation. The adiabatic effectiveness measurements indicated that the coolant migrated toward

the pressure side of the vane, and reduced values of local heat transfer coefficients at the leading

edge when slot cooling was present to no slot cooling. Heat transfer measurements have shown

that at the endwall, next to the leading edge, the heat transfer is increased by the horseshoe

vortex ( Boyle and Russell [6], and York et al. [7]). One study has combined an upstream slot

with film cooling holes in the downstream endwall vane passage was those of Kost and Nicklas

[8] and Nicklas [9]. One of the most interesting results from this study was that they found for

the slot flow alone, which was % of the passage mass flow, the horseshoe vortex became"Þ$

more intense. This increase in intensity resulted in the slot coolant being moved off of the

endwall surface and heat transfer coefficients that were over three times that measured for no

slot flow injection. They attributed the strengthening of the horseshoe vortex to the fact that for

the no slot injection the boundary layer was already separated with fluid being turned away from

the endwall at the injection location. Given that the slot had a normal component of velocity,

injection at this location promoted the separation and enhance the vortex. Their adiabatic

effectiveness measurements indicated higher values near the suction side of the vane due to the

slot coolant migration. Knost et al. [10] focused on the interaction between the coolant leaving a

two-dimensional slot at the combustor-turbine interface and the endwall film cooling injection.

The results of there study showed that the jet trajectory is highly dependent on the local blowing

ratio for the cooling holes. One of the most significant findings was a lack of the endwall film

cooling along the region where two turbine vanes are mated.
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 O'Malley et al. [11] produced experimental data for a ° slot for different blowing*!

ratios. A theoretical model was proposed by Fitt et al. [12] for a normal slot geometry trying to

quantify the effect on the flow within the slot due to main/secondary flow interaction. The model

assumed no separation at the slot trailing edge, and viscous effects were neglected. One

important aspect of this theory is the lid effect: separation from the front of the slot is tangential

to the wall, and the main stream acts as a lid over the slot forcing all the injected fluid to emerge

from a region close to the rear vertex. Thus the mass flow of the injectant is reduced, weakening

the cooling effect as well. Sarkar et al. [13] did a comparison of different turbulence models for

the prediction of the flow and temperature fields. Surprisingly, they found that the low Reynolds-

number versions of the  model performs better than the  model in capturing the5  5 % =

surface temperature distribution and, hence, the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness. Teekaram

et al [14] investigated the case for the subsonic injection from a  slot into a flow that$!°

accelerated to supersonic conditions.

 Kassimatis et al. [15] studied the effect of boundary conditions at the slot exit for a

normal slot. They figured out that the pressure boundary condition is in agreement with the

experimental data, whereas the velocity boundary condition produced less accurate results, and

the length of the recirculation bubble seems to be linearly correlated to the blowing ratio. Jia et

al. [16] carried out a numerical and experimental study for a slot film cooling with various

blowing ratios and angles ( °, °, °, °, and °) using  turbulence model. The"' $! %! '! *! @  0#

results show that a recirculation bubble downstream the jet exists for jet angles larger than °,%!

but it vanishes when the angle is less than °. They found that a blowing ratio around one and a$!

blowing angle of ° provided the highest film cooling effectiveness.$!

 With regards to 3D film cooling holes, Goldstein et al. [17-22] and Pedersen et al. [23]

measured the film cooling effectiveness with injection of air through either a single hole or a row

of holes, with an injection angle of 35° or 90°. The data from single hole tests were similar to

that for a row of holes at low blowing ratios but significant differences were observed at higher
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blowing rates. Also, they found that the introduction of discrete holes in replacement of slots

causes less uniform cooling and increased mixing with the mainstream flow, resulting in reduced

levels of adiabatic effectiveness and increased aerodynamic loss due to film cooling. Bergeles et

al. [24] investigated a single discrete jet injected at a 30° streamwise injection angle.

Andreopoulos and Rodi [25] documented an extensive study of an isolated normal jet-in-

crossflow, showing the counter-rotating vortex structure within the jet as the jet interacted with

the crossflow. Pietrzyk et al. [26-28] and Sinha et al. [29] made significant advances in the

experimental modeling of film cooling flow fields. They studied the hydrodynamic and thermal

characteristics of a row of discrete jets inclined at 35° to the cross flow with a short film cooling

hole length-to-diameter  ratio. Detailed mean flow and turbulence quantities wereÐPÎHÑ

presented throughout the flow field, as well as measurements of adiabatic film effectiveness.

Jubran [30] reported a correlation and prediction of film cooling effectiveness and the velocity

field from two rows of holes inclined in the streamwise and spanwise directions.

 Recent studies have shown that expanding the exit of the cooling hole improves film

cooling performance relative to cylindrical hole. Overall improvements in adiabatic effectiveness

were found for laterally expanded holes (Goldstein et al. [22]) as well as for forward expended

holes (Makki and Jakubowski [31]). Wittig et al. [32], Thole et al. [33] and Gritsch et al. [34]

provided measurements for the flowfield and the film cooling effectiveness downstream of a

cylindrical, a laterally expanded, and a laterally forward expanded film cooling hole. The flow

conditions were the crossflow Mach number at the hole entrance side (up to 0.6), the crossflow

Mach number at the hole exit side (up to 1.2), and the blowing ratio (up to 2). The coolant-to-

mainflow temperature ratio was kept constant at 0.54. Bell et al. [35] and Yu et al. [36] measured

the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for cylindrical and shaped holes. Yuen and Martinez-

Botas [37] studied experimentally the film cooling effectiveness on a cylindrical hole with a

streamwise angle of 30°, 60° and 90°. The hole-length 4  and the blowing ratio rangesÐPÎH œ Ñ

from 0.33 to 2.
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 Friedrichs et al. conducted a detailed endwall film cooling [38-40], the results of their

first study [38], which were all surface measurements or visualization, indicated a strong

influence of the secondary flows. Quite counter-intuitive to most, their data showed that the

angle at which the coolant leaves the hole did not dictate the coolant trajectory except near the

hole exit. Furthermore, the endwall cross-flow was altered so that the cross-flow was turned

toward the invicid stream lines, which was due to the film cooling injection. A study by Farmer

et al. [41] showed the film cooling performance improved by shaping the cooling holes. Sargison

et al. [42] investigated a new film cooling hole, a converging slot-hole, on the prediction of film

cooling performance. It turns out that this film cooling hole improves both the heat transfer and

aerodynamic performance of turbine vane and rotor blade cooling systems. Detailed numerical

analysis of the film cooling physics in the case of a flat plate with one row of cooling holes have

been presented by Walters and Leylek [43] for cylindrical holes and by Hyams and Leylek [44]

for shaped holes. Other numerical studies on the leading edge film cooling physics by York and

Leylek [45,46] focused on the determination of the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness and heat

transfer coefficients.

 Concerning the CFD research on this subject, a bibliography (1971-1996) of the most

important publications can be found in a study by Kercher [47]. Most of the published work on

predictions of film cooling is based on either a parabolic or semielliptic procedure. Bergeles et

al. [48] used the semi-elliptic treatment to simulate film cooling from a row of holes. As the

calculation procedure based on the semi-elliptic method cannot efficiently handle regions with a

reverse flow, their prediction was restricted to injection at very low blowing ratios. Demoran

[49] performed a series of simulations for a row of discrete jets issuing normally into a cross

flow, concentrating on the effects of grid refinement and discretization scheme on the overall

solution. Detailed computational studies on film cooling from a row of holes have been

presented by Demuren et al. [50]. They used the locally elliptic procedure, which allows the fully

elliptic treatment to a small region containing a reverse flow; however, in the far field the model
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reverts to the parabolic scheme. Amer et al. [51] predicted the film cooling effectiveness from

two rows of inclined holes incorporating different turbulence models such as the standard and

modified - models and the -  model, together with its nonisotropic version in the5 5= %

PHOENICS package. Leylek and Zerkle [52] performed a jet-in-crossflow simulation using a

geometry typical of that found in film cooling applications. The computational domain included

the crossflow, the film hole, and the supply plenum. Walters and Leylek [53,54], McGovern and

Laylek [55], Hyams and Laylek [56], as well as Brittingham and Leylek [57] applied a

systematic computational methodology to a 3D jet-in-crossflow with unstructured grid for both

cylindrical and shaped cooling holes at streamwise and compound injection angles. In the above

studies, turbulence closure was obtained using standard -  model. Heidmann and Hunter [58]5 %

performed detailed calculations for a flat plate with a row of 35° round holes for various blowing

and density ratios using -  turbulence model. More studies considered the effect of shaping the5 =

cooling hole on film cooling performance with both streamwise and compound injection angles;

for more details see [59-65].

  Considering the conjugate heat transfer (CHT) modeling, there have been several studies

based on both the hybrid coupling procedure method and the homogeneous method. Kelkar et al.

[66] carried out conjugate heat transfer computations in boundary-fitted coordinates by using an

effective conductance to define the interface conductivity between the solid and the fluid

regions. The cooling of turbine blades was also the subject of the work of Heselhaus and Vogel

[67]. They presented a coupled scheme between finite volume-based Navier-Stokes solver and a

finite element-based program for heat conduction and used it to compute the flow over a turbine

stator blade with internal cooling. The numerical procedure was based on an iterative procedure,

whereby at each step heat fluxes arising from the computation of the flow and convective heat

transfer were used as boundary conditions for the computation of heat conduction inside the

blade walls. Papanicolaou et al. [68] developed a numerical procedure for simulation of

conjugate heat transfer in generalized coordinates and used in effusion-cooled combustor liner.
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Discretized equations for nodes located exactly on the solid-fluid interface were derived using

energy conservation principles, yielding the corresponding temperatures directly, without the

need for inter- or extrapolation from adjacent nodes. They used a finite volume-based computer

code along with the SIMPLE algorithm and  turbulence model.5  %

 A conjugate calculation technique (CCT) has been presented by Bohn et al. [69-71]. Li

and Kassab [72,73], Heidmann et al. [74], and Kassab et al. [75] pursued a different method of

coupling the fluid and solid thermal problems with applications to trubomachinery and flow

within channels. The basis of their technique is the coupling of the boundary blement method

(BEM) for the solution of solid conduction problem and the finite volume method for the fluid

flow region. Since the thermal conduction in a solid is governed by Laplace equation for

temperature in the linear case and the Laplace equation for the Kirchhoff temperature in the non-

linear case, it may be solved using only boundary discretization. BEM takes advantage of this

fact and does not require meshing of the solid volume. This method has been successfully

applied to intricate 3D film cooled blades [74-75], with a parallel iterative domain

decomposition technique particularly tailored to solving the associated large-scale conjugate

problem. In another study carried out by York et al. [76], a finite volume-based code (Fluent

version 5) was used to predict the metal temperature of a 3D internally cooled gas turbine vane.

In this code, the solid and fluid zones are coupled by energy conservation at the interfaces.

 Bohn et al. [77] carried out a conjugate heat transfer analysis for different configurations

of film cooling holes. The numerical scheme for the simulation of the fluid flow and heat transfer

works on the basis of an implicit finite volume method with a multi-block technique, and the

Fourier equation is solved in the solid body blocks. Coupling of fluid blocks and solid body

blocks is achieved via a common wall temperature resulting from the equality of the local heat

fluxes passing through the contacting cell faces. This method of calculating the heat fluxes

requires a very high grid resolution at the contacting block faces. They showed that the

application of the conjugate calculation method comprises the influence of heat transfer on the
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velocity field within the cooling film. In particular, the secondary flow velocities are affected by

local heat transfer, which varies significantly depending on the local position. Rigby and

Lepicovsky [78] presented experimental and numerical heat transfer coefficients, as well as solid

temperature contours/profiles, as a result of several conjugate simulations/measurements of the

flow over an internally cooled flat plate. Reasonable agreement between numerical calculations

and both experimental data and correlations was observed. Discrepancies were mainly attributed

to the adopted turbulence ( - , Low Reynolds form (LR)) model inability to predict the location5 =

of external flow boundary layer transition.

 Recently, Silieti et al. [79-81] investigated the numerical prediction of film cooling

effectiveness in 2D and 3D gas turbine endwalls/shrouds for the cases of conjugate and adiabatic

heat transfer models. They considered different cooling hole geometries; i.e. cooling slots,

cylindrical and fan-shaped cooling holes at different blowing ratios. They incorporated the

effects of different turbulence models in predicting the surface temperature and hence the film

effectiveness. The turbulence closure was investigated using seven different turbulence models:

the standard -  model, the RNG -  model, the realizable -  model, the standard -  model,5 5 5 5% % % =

the SST -  model, the  turbulence model, in addition to the Reynolds Stress Model. The5 @  0= #

simulations were processed using the finite volume-based code; i.e. Fluent version 6.1.22

software from Fluent, Inc. The discretization was a second-order with double precision accuracy.

In the fluid zones, the steady times-averaged Navier-Stokes equations were solved, and pressure-

velocity coupling was achieved with a pressure correction algorithm. In the solid zone, only the

Fourier equation for heat diffusion was solved. At the fluid-solid interfaces, an energy balance

was satisfied at each iteration such that the heat flux at the wall on the fluid side was equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign to the heat flux on the solid side. The temperature of the

boundary itself was adjusted during each iteration to meet this condition. They found that -5 %

models, especially realizable -  model, performed better than the -  models in predicting the5 5% =

surface temperature distribution and hence the film cooling effectiveness. The results confirm
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that the conjugate heat transfer model shows a significant difference in the temperature

predictions in comparison with the adiabatic models. Also, results show the effect of the

conjugate heat transfer on the temperature field in the film cooling hole region, and the

additional heating up of the cooling jet itself.

 Theoretical concerns regarding inverse problems can be found in Thikonov and Arsenin

[82]. Reviews of certain inverse heat transfer problems can be found in Beck et al. [83], Kurpisz

and Nowak [84], and in Alifanov [85]. Bui [86] provides an introduction to inverse problems in

mechanics of materials. Applications of inverse problems in engineering analysis include

acoustics, solid mechanics, heat transfer, among others. Inverse problems have been instrumental

in solving many important engineering heat transfer problems. For example, inverse problems

have been formulated to resolve unknown thermophysical properties such as thermal

conductivities [87,88] and convective heat transfer coefficients and heat flux reconstruction [89-

91]. Inverse problems have also been formulated to determine the unknown source term in the

heat conduction equation [92,93]. There is a large body of literature devoted to inverse problems

formulated for the recovery of unknown boundary conditions. Comprehensive reviews of such

work can be found in Meric and Kul [94]. Inverse problems also find applications in design  and

shape optimization of thermal systems. The latter application is closely related to the inverse

geometric problem by Kassab et al. [97-100] which is solved in the non-destructive approach to

the detection of subsurface flaws and cavities Kassab et al. [101-104].

 Surface heat fluxes have been retrieved using BEM-based inverse algorithms and internal

temperature measurements as in Kurpisz and Nowak [84]. In a numerical study, Maillet et al.

[105] formulated an inverse BEM-based approach to retrieve angular distributions of convective

heat transfer coefficients from a cylinder using second order regularization to stabilize results.

Hsieh and Farid [106] used an inverse BEM approach to retrieve angular variation of convective

heat transfer coefficients over a rough heated horizontal cylinder in an experiment where steady

state surface temperatures are measured non-intrusively by infrared scanning. Martin and
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Dulikravich [107] used a steady state BEM-based approach in a numerical study to retrieve

convective heat transfer coefficients and Singular Value Decomposition to stabilize results.

Kassab et al. [108] and Divo et al. [109] developed a BEM-based inverse algorithm to retrieve

multi-dimensional varying convective heat transfer coefficients from transient surface

temperature measurements. At each time level, a regularized functional is minimized to retrieve

current heat fluxes and simultaneously smooth out the effect of measurement errors. Kassab et

al. [110] and [111,112] developed an inverse algorithm to reconstruct multi-Bialecki et al. 

dimensional surface heat flux, and minimized the functional using the Levenberg-Marquardt

method and a genetic algorithm (GA). They showed that GA can be used successfully to retrieve

surface heat flux distributions. Silieti et al. [113,114] developed an inverse methodology as a

means of determining heat transfer coefficient distributions in film cooling holes/slots. Thermal

conditions were overspecified at exposed surfaces amenable to measurement, while the

temperature and surface heat flux distributions are unknown at the film cooling hole/slot walls.

The unknown temperature and surface heat flux distributions are determined in an iterative

manner by solving an inverse problem whose objective is to adjust the film-cooling hole/slot

wall temperatures and heat fluxes distributions until the temperature and heat fluxes at the

measurement surfaces are matched in an overall heat conduction solution. The heat conduction

problem is solved using boundary element methods, and the inverse problem is solved using a

genetic algorithm. They concluded that the GA reconstructed heat flux is robust yielding

accurate results to both cases- exact input data and error-laden inputs.

 Recently, Divo et al. [115,116] developed a method relying on a superposition of clusters

of sources/sinks with a boundary element solution of the forward problem to solve the inverse

geometric problem of detection of subsurface cavities and flaws using thermographic techniques.

Their method does not require remeshing of the interior geometry as the inverse problem is

solved iteratively and thus has a tremendous potential to reduce the computational burden

especially for 3D applications. In the same group, Silieti et al. [117,118] introduced a hybrid
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singularity superposition boundary element-based inverse problem method for the reconstruction

of multi-dimensional heat flux distributions with application to film cooling holes/slots. The

purpose of the inverse analysis is to determine the heat flux distribution along cooling slot/hole

surfaces, which was accomplished in an iterative process by distributing a set of singularities at

the vicinity of the cooling slot/hole surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical domain or

along cooling hole centerline with a given initial strength distribution. A forward steady state

heat conduction problem is solved using the boundary element method (BEM). A genetic

algorithm (GA) iteratively alters the strength distribution of the singularities (sinks) until the

measuring surfaces heat fluxes are matched, thus satisfying Cauchy conditions. Subsequent to

the solution of the inverse problem, the heat flux at the inaccessible surface is computed using

the BEM. The hybrid singularity superposition BEM approach thus eliminates the need to mesh

the surface of the film cooling slot/hole and the need to parametrize the heat flux over that

surface. Rather, the heat flux is determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem

is solved. The results validate the approach and reveal good agreement between the BEM/GA

reconstructed heat fluxes and the CHT simulated ones along the inaccessible cooling slot/hole

walls.

 To date, as there are no correlations or experimental data available to characterize heat

transfer inside the shaped or non-shaped cooling holes/slots, and there exists a need to determine

the film coefficient distributions along the walls/edges of the film cooling holes/slots. It is very

important to consider the effect of heat conduction within the metal on the predictions of an

accurate surface temperature and hence film cooling effectiveness in a full conjugate heat

transfer finite volume models. Both the full conjugate heat transfer models as well as the inverse

methodology approaches developed in this work fill the practical need of the solution of such

problems.
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CHAPTER 3

CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER SIMULATION OF FILM COOLING
SLOTS

3.1 Introduction

 There is a great interest in the application of film cooling to protect the engine

components from high temperature gas streams. The coolant gas may be injected through holes

or slots which are continuous across the span of the wall to be protected. Moreover, the injection

of the coolant gas through slots can be considered a 2D problem. A main quantity of interest is

the wall temperature downstream of the point of injection which is usually presented in

dimensionless form as the film cooling effectiveness. Here, the effect of conjugate heat transfer

on the film cooling process will be considered. Two models will applied- the adiabatic and the

conjugate heat transfer models. The prediction of film cooling effectiveness from one and two

cooling slots at different injection angles using different turbulence models and a blowing ratio

of one will be investigated. In this study, the conjugate heat transfer model is solved by adopting

the homogeneous method, in which the fluid zones (coolant and hot gas) and the solid zone

(metal or endwall) are direct coupled by using same discretization and numerical approach. The

turbulence models considered here include: the renormalization group -  model (RNG), the5 %

realizable -  model (RKE), the standard -  model (SKW), and the shear stress transfer -5 5 5% = =

model (SST). Since it is a 2-D problem, the predictions of two-equation model will be compared

to the predictions of the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). It also includes the velocity and

temperature fields for a blowing ratio ( ) closer to one. Finally, the predicted film coolingQ

effectiveness has been compared to the analytical models as reported by Goldstein [1]. The
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conjugate heat transfer solution is obtained using the finite volume-based commercial CFD code

(Fluent version 6.1).

  3.2 Computational Methods and Governing Equations

 The time-dependent, time-averaged, compressible Navier-Stokes equations are:

3 .Œ Œ`Y `Y `: ` `Y

`> `B `B `B `B `B
 Y œ   

`V3 3 3
4

4 3 4 4 4

34 (3.1)

where , the Reynolds (or apparent turbulent) stress tensor. The Fluent commercial
____

V œ  ? ?34 3 4
w w

CFD package has been used to solve the above equations and the energy equation in the fluid

and  solid regions in order to predict film cooling effectiveness, velocity, and temperature fields

for conjugate film cooling from one and two slots at different injection angles. Solutions are

obtained by employing a conjugate numerical methodology. This approach allows the

simultaneous solution of external flow, internal convection, and conduction within the endwall,

eliminating the need for decoupled solutions. Boundary conditions were specified only at the

inlets of the hot and cold gases and at the exit of the mixed gases. The solution procedure used is

the embodied SIMPLE (semi-implicit pressure linked equations) procedure.

3.3 Turbulence Models

 The closure problem arising in turbulence deals with the necessary modeling of the

Reynolds stress tensor; i.e. ( ). Here, five different turbulence models have been considered,V34

namely, the  -  model (RNG), the realizable -  model (RKE), the standard -  modelRNG 5 5 5% % =

(SKW), the SST -  model (SST), as well as the RSM model. No claim is made with regards to5 =

contribution to the development of turbulence models, rather well-established models are used in

detailed studies to compare and assess their predictions in a the setting of film cooling.
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3.3.1 The RNG -  Model5 %

 The RNG -  turbulence model is derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes5 %

equations, using a mathematical technique called Re-Normalization Group (RNG) methods,

borrowed from quantum mechanics. The analytical derivation results in a model with constants

different from those in the standard -   model, and it results in additional terms and functions in5 %

the transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy  and for dissipation rate . A moreÐ5Ñ Ð Ñ%

comprehensive description of RNG theory and its application to turbulence can be found in

[119,120]. The governing equations for this model are:

5 equation:

3 . . 3% 3%
. . 3

5 3 #

H5 ` `5 ` 5

H> `B `B T< `B VX
œ ÒÐ  Ñ Ó  W   1  #

4 5 4 3 3

> >
> 3

#

(3.2)

% equation:
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here,  is the convective (or substantial time) derivative:HÎH>

H `

H> `>
œ  Z † f

p
(3.4)

and is related to the mean strain tensor, , as , ,W W œ Ð  Ñ W œ #W W G œ "Þ%#34 34 43
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3.3.2 The realizable -  Model5 %

 The term realizable means that the model satisfies certain mathematical constraints on the

normal stresses consistent with the physics of turbulent flows. In this model, the equation is5

the same as in RNG model, but  is not a constant and varies as a function of mean velocityG.
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field and turbulence (  in log-layer , in shear layer of  ). The  equation!Þ!* W œ $Þ$ !Þ!& W œ '5 5
% % %

is based on a transport equation for the mean-square vorticity fluctuation [121] as:

3 . 3%
% . % 3%

5 8%

H ` `

H> `B `B
œ Ò  Ó  G W  G

5 4 4
"

#Š ‹ È>

#
(3.5)

where and . This model is designed to avoid unphysicalG œ 7+BÒ!Þ%$ß Óß G œ "Þ!" #&
(

(

solutions in the flowfield.

3.3.3 The standard -  Model5 =

 The standard -  model is an empirical model based on model transport equations for the5 =

turbulence kinetic energy ( ) and the specific dissipation rate ( ), which can also be thought of5 =

as the ratio of  to . As the -   model has been modified over the years, production terms have% =5 5

been added to both the  and  equations, which have improved the accuracy of the model for5 =

predicting free shear flows. The eddy viscosity is given by = , and the two equations for. α 3 =‡ 5Î

the turbulent kinetic energy  and the specific dissipation rate  are:Ð5Ñ Ð Ñ%

5 equation:

3 7 3" = .
.

5

H5 `Y ` `5

H> `B `B `B
œ  5  ÒÐ  Ñ Ó34

3 >

4 4 5 4

‡ (3.6)

= equation:

3 α 7 3"= .
= = . =

5

H `Y ` `

H> 5 `B `B `B
œ   ÒÐ  Ñ Ó34

3 >

4 4 4

#

=
(3.7)

where the closure coefficients and auxiliary relations are stated in Wilcox [122].
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3.3.4 The SST -  Model5 =

 There are two major ways in which the SST model differs from the standard model. First

is the gradual change from the standard -  model in the inner region of the boundary layer to a5 =

high Reynolds-number version of the -  model in the outer part of the boundary layer. Second5 %

is the modified turbulent viscosity formulation to account for the transport effects of the

principal turbulent shear stress. The SST, shear stress transport, model consists of the zonal

(blended) - / -  equations and clips of turbulent viscosity so that turbulent stress stay within5 5= %

what is dictated by structural similarity constant. The  equation is the same as the standard -5 5 =

model where as the resulting blended equation for  [123] is:=

3 7 3"= . 3 5
= # . = =

/ 5 =

H `Y ` ` " `5 `

H> `B `B `B `B `B
œ   ÒÐ  Ñ Ó  # Ð"  J Ñ

> 4 4 4 4 4
34 " #

3 >#

=
= (3.8)

where  in the inner layer and   in the outer layer, and .J œ " J ! œ "Þ"')" " #5=

3.3.5 The RSM Model

 The Reynolds stress model (RSM) involves calculation of the individual Reynolds

stresses, , using differential transport equations. The individual Reynolds stresses are then
____
? ?

w w

3 4

used to obtain closure of the Reynolds-averaged momentum equation. The starting point is the

exact transport equations for the transport of Reynolds stresses, . The governing equations areV34

obtained by Reynolds-averaging the product of the exact momentum equations and a fluctuating

velocity, which results in seven transport equations in 3D and five transport equations in 2D. The

resulting equations contain several terms that must be modeled. For more details see

[124,125,126].
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3. 4 Film Cooling Effectiveness

 To define the film cooling effectiveness, the surface temperature downstream of the

cooling slot has to be measured or calculated. An expression is often used for compressible flow

film cooling [1] is:

( œ
X  X

X  X
<

9- <
(3.9)

Here,  is the stagnation temperature of the cooling fluid at the point of injection, and  is theX X9- <

recovery temperature of the hot gas flow, is given by:

X œ X  ÐT<Ñ
Z

#G:
< ∞

"Î$
∞

#

(3.10)

Film cooling in a 2D high speed flow has been analyzed in [127], where the reference

temperature (enthalpy) method was combined with some of the incompressible flow analyses to

obtain the film cooling effectiveness. The reference temperature  used is:X‡

X œ X  !Þ(#ÐX  X Ñ‡ ∞ < ∞ (3.11)

and all properties in the boundary layer are evaluated at this temperature. When the injected fluid

is the same as the mainstream fluid the derived effectiveness correlations for high speed flows

[1] are:

Kutateladze and Leont'ev model:

( 0œ Ð"  !Þ#& Ñ‡
!Þ) (3.12)

Librizzi and Cresci model:

( 0œ Ð"  !Þ$$ Ñ!Þ) "
‡ (3.13)

and Goldstein and Haji-Sheikh model:

( 0 "œ "Þ*T< Ð"  !Þ$$ Ñ#Î$ !Þ) "
‡ (3.14)

where:
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0 . . 3 3‡ - - ‡ ‡ ∞
w !Þ#&œ ÐB ÎQ=ÑÐV/ Î Ñ Ð Î Ñ (3.15)

" . . αœ "  "Þ& ‚ "! V/ Ð Î Ñ=38%
- - ‡ (3.16)

3.5 Computational Model, Grid and Boundary Conditions

 Although it is a 2D problem, the computational model was chosen to simulate conditions

typical of transonic film cooling experiments to be undertaken at UCF/SWPC Film Cooling Test

Facility. The domain of the main flow was , the coolant plenum supply was$!-7 ‚ "'Þ&-7

"&-7‚ )-7 $-7 "&77 with an inlet of , and the endwall was  thick. There were three

simulated models: first model has one cooling slot at an injection angle of º, second model%&

also has one cooling slot but at an injection angle of º, and the third model has two cooling$!

slots at injection angles of º and º, respectively. The cooling slot opening was , and the%& $! &77

outlet was located approximately fourty slot openings downstream from the cooling slot. A view

of the computational domain is shown in Figure 3.1.

            
  (a)             (b)

Figure 3.1. Computational domain, (a) one cooling slot, and (b) two cooling slots.
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      A multi-block numerical grid was used in this problem to create a structured mesh in the

fluid domain and part of the solid domain. The grid was created in Gambit from Fluent, Inc. The

cells in the near-wall layers were stretched away from the surfaces, and the first mesh point

above the endwall was chosen such that the average is of the order of unity. A view of theC 

computation grid for the case with two cooling slots is shown in Figure 3.2. A mesh consisting of

approximately  cells for the one cooling slot and of  cells for the two cooling slots$)ß !!! &&ß !!!

was used. The boundary conditions were chosen to closely model the experimental conditions.

The fluid, air, was modeled as a compressible fluid using the ideal gas law, the properties of air

are summarized in Table 3.1, the solid/endwall was modeled as stainless steel with properties

given in Table 3.1.

    
  (a)      (b)

Figure 3.2. Computational grid, (a) whole domain, and (b) close up of the cooling slots.

Table 3.1. Physical properties for air and steel.

Air T=300ºK T= 350ºK      Steel T=300ºK T=350ºK

k k
G Ð Ñ "!!&Þ( "!!* G Ð Ñ %)! %*'
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 A profile for total pressure at the hot flow inlet was specified based on the Blasius "Î(th

power law turbulent velocity profile, as shown in Figure 3.3. The hot flow enters at a

temperature of º , and a free stream turbulence intensity of %. The cold flow (coolant)$&! O $

enters at a temperature of º , and a total pressure of  for the one cooling slot$!! O "!&Þ) 5T+

models and  for the two cooling slot model. The above conditions resulted in a"!"Þ$ 5T+

blowing ratios closer to one which gives the highest film cooling effectiveness.

Total Pressure (Pa)

y
(m

)

97500 98000 98500 99000 99500 100000 100500
0.08

0.1
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0.14

0.16

0.18

0.2

0.22

0.24

0.26

0.28

Figure 3.3. Plot of the total pressure profile at the hot flow inlet.ÐT+Ñ

3.6 Results and Discussion

      The problem has been solved for the two cases; i.e. conjugate and adiabatic, with one and

two cooling slots to show this effect on film cooling effectiveness. The results are converged to

at least  for all residuals (mass,  and  velocities, energy, and  or ....). The under-"! B C 5& % =

relaxation factors are for: pressure , density , momentum , turbulent kineticœ !Þ$ œ "Þ! œ !Þ(

energy , turbulent dissipation rate , turbulent viscosity , and energy .œ !Þ) œ !Þ) œ "Þ! œ "Þ!

These were held constant in all computations reported herein.
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3.6.1 Velocity Field

      The velocity field of the two cooling slot model at an injection angles of ° and °,%& $!

respectively for  is shown in Figure 3.4, where the turbulence simulated using the fiveQ ¸ "Þ!

different turbulence models. It can be seen that all models indicate a recirculation region inside

the cooling slots. The reattachment point for all models inside the cooling slots are shown in

Table 3.2, whereas the reattachment point along the endwall after the first cooling slot is shown

in Table 3.3. It can be seen that there is no reattachment point after the second cooling slot where

the injection angle is º. The predicted velocity profiles at the exit of the cooling slots are$!

shown in Figure 3.5. Clearly there is a wide range of predictions depending on the turbulence

model applied. For instance, the reattachment point after the bend in the 45° inclined slot varies

from 0.28 for the standard -  model to 2.05 for the standard and RNG -  models, with the5 5= %

RSM model close to the -  predictions. The predicted values are somewhat closer for all5 %

models for the 30° inclined slot. On the other hand, the -  models overpredict the value of the5 =

location of the reattachment point past the exit of the jet as compared to the -  models.5 %

Consistently, the RSM model predicts values of the reattachment point location between the ones

predicted by -  models and the -  models. The -  and RSM models predicted a variation in5 5 5% = %

the jet exit velocity profile with a peak at approximately the jet centerline for the 45° angle slot

while the -  models predict much flatter profiles. All models more or less are in a good5 =

agreement for the 30° angle slot.
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(a) RNG      (b) RKE

        
(c) SKW     (d) SST

(e) RSM

Figure 3.4. Velocity contours predicted by various turbulence models.Ð7Î=/-Ñ

Table 3.2. Reattachment point inside the cooling slots.

Turbulence Model ° Cooling Slot, ° Cooling Slot, 
RNG -
Realizable -
Standard -
SS

%& $!

5 #Þ!&&' #Þ"%$(
5 #Þ!&&' #Þ!%&'

5 !Þ#)#% "Þ"%*!

ˆ ‰ ˆ ‰' '
= =

%
%

=
T -

RSM
5 "Þ!*)" "Þ%)&'

"Þ*#($ "Þ)'%!
=
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Table 3.3. Reattachment point along endwall after first cooling slot ( º).α œ %&

Turbulence Model
RNG -
Realizable -
Standard -
SST -
RSM

ˆ ‰B
=

w

5 !Þ*)$(%
5 !Þ*)$(%

5 "Þ*)#$'
5 #Þ*"()'

"Þ&($"!

%
%

=
=
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(a) °     (b) °α αœ %& œ $!

Figure 3.5. The predicted velocity at the exit of the cooling slots using differentÐ7Î=/-Ñ
turbulence models.

3.6.2 Temperature Field

      Figure 3.6 shows the temperature contours predicted by five turbulence models at a blowing

ratio of  and an injection angles of ° and °, respectively. The calculatedQ ¸ "Þ! œ %& $!α

temperatures at the endwall are presented in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7(a) shows the calculated

temperature at the endwall after the first cooling slot, there is a difference of almost one degree

between the predictions of -  and RSM models and the predictions of the -  models. Whereas5 5% =

the calculated temperatures after the second cooling slot are within approximately one half

degree difference for all turbulence models as shown in Figure 3.7(b). The difference in

predicted wall temperatures in the vicinity of the cooling slot exit is attributed to the variation in
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predicting the separation region appearing after the 45° slot as predicted by all turbulence

models. Whereas, the agreement of all five turbulence models in the predicted temperatures in

the vicinity of the cooling slot occurs for the 30° where there is no separation present. Moreover,

after around 20 slot openings past the 30° cooling slot exit, all turbulence models continue to

predict similar wall temperatures, while the realizable - model underpredicts the temperature5 %

by up to 30%.

         
(a) RNG       (b) RKE

       
(c) SKW     (d) SST

       
 (e) Conjugate with RSM    (f) Adiabatic with RSM

Figure 3.6. Predicted temperature contours using different turbulence models.ÐO/6@38Ñ
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Figure 3.7. Predicted temperature along the endwall using different turbulence models.ÐO/6@38Ñ

 3.6.3 Film Cooling Effectiveness

 The predictions of the film cooling effectiveness are shown in Figure 3.8. Here, results

are predicted for one cooling slot using the RNG -  turbulence model at a blowing ratio of  4.5 "Þ%

Figure 3.8(a) shows the calculated conjugate and adiabatic film effectiveness at an injection

angle of ° compared to the analytical models: Kutateladze, Librizzi, and Goldsteinα œ $!

models. Figure 3.8(b) shows the results for the case of the injection angle of °. It can be seen%&

that the calculated and the predicted ones are in a better agreement for the injection angle of °$!

than the injection angle of °%& Þ

 In Figure 3.9, the film cooling effectiveness is shown for the case with two cooling slots

at different injection angles and a blowing ratio of approximately one. Here the Reynolds

number was defined as / , where the subscript  denotes the coolant and  is theV/ œ Z = - =- - - -3 .

slot opening. Figure 3.9(a) shows the predicted ones using the five turbulence models, and

Figure 3.9(b) shows a comparison between the predicted ones and the analytical models. It can

be seen that there is an approximately % difference between the adiabatic and the conjugate"!
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film effectiveness, and a large difference between the predicted film effectiveness values and

calculated ones based on the analytical models.
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(a) results for slot injection angle °  (b) results for slot injection angle °α αœ $! œ %&

Figure 3.8. Film cooling effectiveness with one cooling slot at different injection angles using
RNG -  turbulence model.5 %
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Figure 3.9. Film cooling effectiveness with two cooling slots at ° and °, respectively:%& $!
comparison of predicted effectiveness with computed effectiveness using analytical models.

 The predicted results show that the conjugate heat transfer model has a strong influence

on the predicted film cooling effectiveness compared to the adiabatic and the analytical models,
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especially for the cases of two cooling slots. We found that both versions of -  and RSM5 %

models yielded essentially the same results with slight deviations. In contrast, the two versions of

5-  model underpredict the flow field in comparison with the other three models, and=

overpredict the temperature field. The predicted film cooling effectiveness is in better agreement

with the analytical models for the cases of one cooling slot. In terms of film cooling

effectiveness, the conjugate heat transfer model produces significant differences in comparison

with the adiabatic and analytical models. Based on these results, the above effects will be

introduced into 3D models for the cases of cylindrical and fan-shaped cooling holes, which will

be the subject of the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER SIMULATION OF CYLINDRICAL
FILM COOLING HOLES

4.1 Introduction

 As mentioned above, the secondary gas or the coolant usually introduced through slots or

holes, here, the film cooling effectiveness, will be simulated for the adiabatic and conjugate heat

transfer models for 3D cylindrical film cooling holes. Moreover, the predictions from those

simulations will be compared to experimental data available in the open literature. We will

extend the 2D simulations into 3D simulations to investigate the predictions of film cooling

effectiveness from single, scaled-up cylindrical film cooling hole geometry at an injection angle

of 30°. The flow conditions considered are a blowing ratio of 2.0, and the coolant-to-mainflow

temperature ratio of 0.54. Turbulence closure was obtained using five different turbulence

models; the standard -  model (SKE), the RNG -  model (RNG), the realizable -  model5 5 5% % %

(RKE), the standard -  model (SKW), as well as the SST -  model (SST). Also, the velocity5 5= =

and temperature fields, in addition to centerline and two-dimensional film cooling effectiveness,

will be presented. Finally, the predicted centerline film cooling effectiveness will be compared to

those reported in the open literature by Gritsch et al. [34].

4.2 Validation Test Case: Cylindrical Cooling Hole

 To verify the numerical approach, we used the data reported in the open literature by

Gritsch et al. [34]. A complete description of their experimental facility, including the test

section, and instrumentation used, is given in [32,34]. The facility was used to conduct detailed
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measurements of adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for injection from single scaled-up film

cooling hole geometries at the University of Karlsruhe. The geometries investigated included a

cylindrical hole and two holes with a diffuser-shaped exit portion.

 The film cooling test rig consisted of a primary loop representing the external (crossflow)

flow and a secondary loop representing the internal (plenum) flow, see Figure 4.1. In the primary

loop, the test section is 90  in width and 41 in height. In contrast, the secondary channel77 77

has a cross-sectional area at the film cooling hole of 60 in width and 20 in height. The77 77

injection (inclination) angle of the film cooling hole is °  with a diameter of 10 Ð œ $! Ñ 77ßα

and length-to-diameter ratio of .ÐPÎH œ 'Ñ

 The flow parameters investigated were typical for real film cooling applications. Each

hole geometry was tested for a matrix of three internal (plenum) Mach numbers

ÐQ+ œ !Þ!ß !Þ$ß !Þ'Ñ ÐQ+ œ !Þ$ß !Þ'ß "Þ#Ñ- - and three external (crossflow) Mach numbers . The

coolant supply passage internal Mach  number of  corresponds to the plenumÐQ+ œ !Þ!Ñ-

condition. The coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio was 0.54, and a blowing ratio up to 2.0.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Geometry of the experimental test case used in this study: (a) overall setup; (b) film
cooling hole details from Gritsch et al. [34].
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4.3 Numerical Method

 In this study a systematic computational methodology is adopted, this methodology

stresses accurate computational models of the physical problem, including simultaneous, fully

elliptic solution of the mainstream, cooling hole, and plenum regions; high quality 3D grid

generation techniques; the use of a high-order discretization scheme to reduce numerical errors

significantly; and effective turbulence modeling [53].

4.3.1 Geometry

 The computational domain for the adiabatic cases matched the experimental test case.

The solid models of the whole assembly are shown in Figure 4.2. For the adiabatic cases, the

computational domain included the coolant supply channel (plenum), the film cooling hole, and

the main channel (cross hot flow), see Figure 4.2a, the crossflow test section was 90  in77

width and 41  in height, and plenum cross-section was 60  in width and 20 in77 77 77

height. The diameter of the film hole was 10 with an injection angle of 30°. The exit plane77

for the crossflow was located far downstream of the cooling hole; i.e. , as shown inBÎH œ $!

see Figure 4.2c  The conjugate model was the same as the adiabatic model, see Figure 4.2b, butÞ

it had an endwall with a cross-sectional area of 90 in width and 30 in height. Moreover,77 77

the width of the plenum had been adjusted from 60 to 90  The geometry was generated77 77Þ

using Gambit 2.1.2 from Fluent, Inc.
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Figure 4.2. Computational domain; (a) solid model of the adiabatic cases, (b) solid model of the
conjugate case, and (c) schematic diagram.

4.3.2 Grid

 A multi-block numerical grid was used in the present work to allow the highest quality in

all regions with the fewest number of cells. Multi-blocking refers to a technique in which the

domain is partitioned into several different subsections in order to achieve the maximum control

over the grid quality and density. Each section was then meshed using an appropriate topology.

For the above reason, the model was partitioned into 24 blocks for the adiabatic cases and 34

blocks for the conjugate case, this allowed the use of a hexahedral mesh in all blocks to achieve

a high aspect ratio especially near the walls. The total number of computational cells was

950,690 for the adiabatic cases, and 1,266,992 for the conjugate case. The grid was created in

Gambit from Fluent, Inc. The cells in the near-wall layers were stretched away from the surfaces,

and the first mesh point above the end wall is chosen such that the average is of the order ofC 
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unity or less. A view of the computational grid for the adiabatic and conjugate cases is shown in

Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. To achieve grid independent solutions, three different grids

were tested, Grid  with 378,864 cells, Grid  with 680,768 cells, and Grid  or final grid with" # $

950,690 cells. The last grid resulted in a negligible change of the computed film cooling

effectiveness downstream the film cooling hole as shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the

results of Grid can be judged to be grid independent solutions. The results from the Grid  are$ $

presented here.

   
  (a)     (b)    (c)

Figure 4.3. Details of the grid used in the adiabatic case: (a) whole domain; (b)  symmetryD œ !
plane; (c) surface mesh for the film cooling hole.

 (a)        (b)

Figure 4.4.  Details of the grid used in the conjugate case: (a) surface mesh for the endwall with
film-cooling hole; (b) symmetry plane.D œ !
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Figure 4.5. Centerline local effectiveness ( ) for grid independent solutions.(

4.3.3 Boundary Conditions

 The boundary conditions were chosen to match the experimental test case as closely as

possible. The total pressure and total temperature were imposed at the channels inlets, and static

pressure at the outlets. The total temperature at the primary (crossflow) channel inlet was 540 ,O

and 290  in the secondary (plenum) channel inlet, thus the coolant-to-mainflow temperatureO

ratio was 0.54, which can be assumed to be more representative for typical gas turbine

applications. To achieve a blowing ratio of 2.0, the total pressure in the plenum was set to

109750 , whereas, the total pressure at the mainflow inlet was 100400 , and the staticT+ T+

pressure at the outlet was 96950 . This resulted in a momentum ratio of 2.5 and a ReynoldsT+

number of . Inlet turbulence levels were set to 1.5% and 1% in the primaryÐV/ œ 'Þ) ‚ "! Ñ-
%

and secondary channels, respectively. The fluid, air, was modeled as a compressible flow using

ideal gas law, whereas the other properties; i.e. specific heat ratio, thermal conductivity, and

dynamic viscosity are piecewise-linear functions of temperature. For the conjugate case, the

endwall material was AISI 347 stainless steel, with a density of 7978 , the otherÐ 51Î7 Ñ$
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properties, i.e. specific heat ratio, and thermal conductivity are piecewise-linear functions of

temperature.

4.3.4 Turbulence Modeling

 To investigate the effect of turbulence modeling on film cooling effectiveness, turbulence

closure was obtained using five different turbulence models: the standard -  model (SKE) of5 %

Launder and Spalding [128], the RNG -  model (RNG) of Yakhot and Orszag [119], the5 %

realizable -  (RKE) model of Shih [121], the standard -  model (SKW) of Wilcox [122], and5 5% =

the SST -  (SST) model of Menter [123]. The two-equation approach to turbulence modeling5 =

for film cooling problems is considered a “standard” due to ease of implementation and

computational economy. The impact of each of the five turbulence models on the prediction of

film cooling effectiveness was compared to experimental data [34] in the results section below.

4.3.5 Film Cooling Effectiveness

 To define film cooling effectiveness, the surface temperature downstream of the cooling

hole has to be measured. To be consistent with the experimental data reported by Gritsch et al.

[34], the definition of the local film cooling effectiveness  was based on the mainflowÐ Ñ(

recovery temperature as a reference temperature:

(ÐBÎHß DÎHÑ œ
XÐBÎHß DÎHÑ  X

X  X
<ß7

>- <ß7
(4.1)

here,  is the local temperature, and it is the adiabatic temperature for the adiabaticXÐBÎHß DÎHÑ

cases or the conjugate temperature for the conjugate case, X ÐBÎHß DÎHÑß X ÐBÎHß DÎHÑÞE[ G984

X>-  is the mass-weighted average temperature of the coolant at the exit of the cooling hole, and

X<ß7, the recovery temperature of the mainflow, is given by:
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X œ X  ÐT<Ñ Z Î#G:< ∞
"Î$ #

∞
(4.2)

In the experiment [34], the mainflow recovery temperature was measured on the test plate at a

location not affected by the coolant ejection, for this reason; the recovery temperature was

calculated at a location of ÐBÎH œ  &ÑÞ

4.3.6 Solver

 The simulations were processed using Fluent version 6.1.22 software from Fluent, Inc.

The discretization was a second-order with double precision accuracy. In the fluid zones, the

steady, times-averaged Navier-Stokes equations were solved, and pressure-velocity coupling was

achieved with a pressure correction algorithm. In the solid zone, only the Fourier equation for

heat diffusion was solved. At the fluid-solid interfaces, an energy balance was satisfied at each

iteration, such that the heat flux at the wall on the fluid side was equal in magnitude and opposite

in sign to the heat flux on the solid side. The temperature of the boundary itself was adjusted

during each iteration to meet this condition.

 Convergence was determined with the following strict criteria: 1) reduction of all

residuals of at least four orders of magnitude, and were no longer changing; 2) global mass and

energy imbalances dropped below 0.001%; and 3) the flow field was unchanging, and the

endwall surface temperature did not vary with additional iterations, and thus a “steady state”  had

been achieved.

4.4 Results and Discussion

 The present cases were primarily concerned with the computational prediction of

adiabatic and conjugate effectiveness downstream of a 3D cylindrical film cooling hole. The
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results were obtained for , blowing ratio of 2.0, and coolant-to-mainflow temperaturePÎH œ 'Þ!

ratio of 0.54. First, the results will present the adiabatic model cases with five different

turbulence models, then, the conjugate model cases predicted by the RKE turbulence model.

4.4.1 Velocity Field Results

 Since the thermal field of a jet-in-crossflow interaction is dictated by the hydrodynamics,

the flow field results were predicted by five turbulence models. The computed near-field velocity

contours  along the centerline plane  are shown in Figure 4.6, where theÐ7Î=/-Ñ ÐD œ !Ñ

turbulence closure was simulated using the five different turbulence models. As it can be seen

that all models predicted the low momentum region along the downstream edge and the

corresponding high momentum or jetting region along the upstream edge within the film cooling

hole. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the velocity contours and profiles at the cooling hole exit plane.

The SKE, the RKE, and the SST predictions are very close to each other with a skewed upstream

velocity profiles, whereas, the SKW predicted a flat profile, and on the other hand, the RNG

predicted an upstream and downstream skewed velocity profile. Those profiles are function of

the separation bubble and reattachment region within the film hole. The predicted reattachment

region by SKE, RNG, RKE, and SST is approximately at the inlet of the cooling hole, whereas,

SKW predicts a larger separation bubble and the flow separates almost at ÐPÎH œ #ÑÞ

     
(a) SKE    (b) RNG
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(c) RKE     (d) SKW

   
(e) SST

Figure 4.6. Velocity magnitude contours predicted by five different turbulence modelsÐ7Î=/-Ñ
along centerline plane in the film cooling hole region.

     
(a) SKE    (b) RNG

     
(c) RKE     (d) SKW
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(e) SST

Figure 4.7. Velocity magnitude contours in the film hole exit plane predicted by theÐ7Î=/-Ñ
five turbulence models.
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Figure 4.8. Exit plane velocity profiles predicted by five different turbulence models.Ð7Î=/-Ñ

4.4.2 Film Cooling Effectiveness Results

 In this section, the local centerline and two-dimensional distribution of the film cooling

effectiveness for the adiabatic and conjugate cases are reported. Note that the streamwise

distances are measured from the trailing edge  of the film hole at the exit plane.ÐBÎH œ !Ñ

Figure 4.9 shows comparisons of computed centerline effectiveness with the data of Gritsch et

al. [34] for five different turbulence models.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of computed centerline adiabatic effectiveness ( ) with data of Gritsch(
et.al [34].

 For clarity, the axial range can be classified into two regimes: immediate region for ÐBÎH

Ÿ 'Ñ ÐBÎH  'Ñ, and intermediate region . All turbulence models predicted the jet lift-off. In the

region , the RKE model gave the best results compared to the experimental data,ÐBÎH Ÿ 'Ñ

whereas, the other four models tend to underpredict the experimental results, and the

effectiveness computed by RNG and SKW are almost identical. In the intermediate region

ÐBÎH  'Ñ, all turbulence models overpredicted the experimental results. The SKE model gave

the closest results compared to the experimental data and SKW model gives the farthest results

from the experimental data. Overall, the -  models, especially RKE, gave better results5 %

compared to -  models. For this reason, the RKE model had been used for the conjugate case.5 =

 Figure 4.10 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the local film cooling

effectiveness for the five adiabatic cases, as well as, the conjugate case predicted by the RKE

turbulence model. Qualitatively, all turbulence models tend to agreed with the experiment [34],
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whereas, the distribution of the film cooling effectiveness for the conjugate case was

significantly different. The centerline effectiveness for the adiabatic and conjugate cases

compared to the experiment is shown in Figure 4.11. It can be seen a significant improvement in

the conjugate effectiveness by up to three-times in the immediate region  inÐBÎH Ÿ 'Ñ

comparison to the adiabatic and experimental cases.

    
(a) SKE    (b) RNG

    
(c) RKE     (d) SKW

   
(e) SST    (f) Conj.

Figure 4.10. Local adiabatic and conjugate effectiveness ( ) predicted by five different(
turbulence levels.
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of centerline adiabatic and conjugate effectiveness ( ) with the data of(
Gritsch et.al [34].

4.4.3 Temperature Field Results

 This section presents the temperature distribution in Kelvin for the cases of adiabatic and

conjugate heat transfer models. Since the RKE turbulence model gave the best agreement with

experimental data as shown in the film cooling effectiveness section, it had been used to predict

the adiabatic and conjugate cases results. Figure 4.12 shows the computed near hole centerline

temperature contours for the adiabatic and conjugate cases, respectively. Whereas, the

temperature contours for both cases at downstream location of  is shown in FigureÐBÎH œ &Ñ

4.13. For the conjugate case, heat fluxes from the hot mainflow into the wall lead to heating up

of the solid body. At the film cooling hole, an additional temperature increase of the cooling jet

in comparison to the adiabatic case occurs because of the heat transfer from the hot wall into the
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cooling jet, see Figure 4.14. An isometric view of temperature contours on the endwall and close

to the cooling hole region is presented in Figure 4.15 for adiabatic and two conjugate cases,

respectively. The conjugate cases were one with very low thermal conductivity ,Ð!Þ#[Î7ÞOÑ

which corresponds to a TECAPEK endwall material, and the other conjugate case was for a

stainless steel endwall material. These figures show clearly the differences in the temperature

contours for both cases, which confirm that the conjugate heat transfer model can take into

account the mutual influences of heat transfer on the fluid flow and vice-versa.

  
(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 4.12. Temperature magnitude contours  along centerline plane in the filmÐO/6@38Ñ
cooling hole region.

  
(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 4.13. Comparison of predicted temperature contours  at plane  usingÐO/6@38Ñ ÐBÎH œ &Ñ
the RKE turbulence model.
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(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 4.14. Comparison of predicted surface temperature contours  along film coolingÐO/6@38Ñ
hole using the RKE turbulence model.

  
(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (TECAPEK)

(c) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 4.15. Comparison of predicted surface temperature contours  along the endwallÐO/6@38Ñ
in the film cooling hole region using the RKE turbulence model.

 In this chapter, a comparative study is presented which indicates the ability of different

turbulence models to predict the film cooling effectiveness from a cylindrical cooling holes. The
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standard -  model, the RNG -  model, the realizable -  model, the standard -  model, and5 5 5 5% % % =

also the SST -  models have been investigated. The boundary conditions were chosen in a way5 =

to be more representative for typical gas turbine applications. The flow and temperature fields

were discussed, in addition to local, two-dimensional distribution of film cooling effectiveness

for the adiabatic and conjugate cases. Results are compared to experimental data in terms of

centerline film cooling effectiveness downstream of the cooling hole. For such applications, it is

very important to ascertain the grid dependence of the solutions, and to have a high quality

hexahedral gird for accurate results. It is shown that in the region for , the predictionsÐBÎH Ÿ 'Ñ

of centerline effectiveness by the RKE turbulence model exhibits the best agreement with

experimental data. Whereas, the other four models underpredict the film cooling effectiveness,

whereas, in the region for , all models overpredicted the centerline film coolingÐBÎH  'Ñ

effectiveness, and the best agreement was predicted by the SKE turbulence model. Again, the

results confirm that the conjugate heat transfer model shows a significant difference in the

temperature predictions in comparison with the adiabatic model cases. Also, results show the

effect of the conjugate heat transfer on the temperature field in the film cooling hole region, and

the additional heating up of the cooling jet itself.

 In gas turbine engines, it is very important to achieve a high overall performance by

cooling the blades/vanes effectively. In an attempt to improve the cooling process, the gas

turbine designers considered the idea of shaping the cooling holes. Film cooling holes with a

diffuser-shaped expansion at the exit portion of the hole are believed to improve the film cooling

performance. The increased cross-sectional area at the hole exit compared to a cylindrical  hole

leads to a reduction of the mean velocity and, thus, of the momentum flux of the jet exiting the

hole. Therefore, the penetration of the jet into the mainflow is reduced, resulting in an increased

cooling efficiency [34]. Based on this, the work done for the case of cylindrical holes will be

extended to fan-shaped cooling holes, which will be discussed in more details in the next

chapter.
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 CHAPTER 5

CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER SIMULATION OF FAN-SHAPED FILM
COOLING HOLES

5.1 Introduction

 It is well known that significant improvement can be achieved of better cooling

characteristics of the film by using cooling holes with expanded exits. Film cooling holes with a

diffuser-shaped expansion at the exit portion of the hole are believed to improve the film cooling

performance, because the increased cross-sectional area at the hole exit compared to a cylindrical

hole leads to a reduction of the mean velocity and, thus, of the momentum flux of the jet exiting

the hole. Therefore, the penetration of the jet into the mainflow is reduced, resulting in an

increased cooling efficiency [20,34]. Based on this, the systematic computational methodology

applied to cylindrical cooling holes will be extended and applied to fan-shaped cooling holes.

 In this chapter, the film cooling effectiveness for adiabatic and conjugate heat transfer

models from a 3D fan-shaped cooling holes will be predicted, and the simulated results will be

compared to experimental data available in the open literature. An important issue that will be

considered is the grid topology, since it is a fan-shaped hole, it requires a big effort to generate a

high quality hexahedral mesh. For this reason, the effect of grid topology; i.e. hexahedral-,

hybrid-, and tetrahedral-topology meshes on the predicted film cooling effectiveness will be

studied in more detail. The present CHT models will investigate the prediction of film cooling

effectiveness from single, scaled-up fan-shaped hole geometry at an injection angle of 30°. The

flow conditions considered are a blowing ratio of one, and the coolant-to-mainflow temperature

ratio of 0.54. Turbulence closure was obtained using three different turbulence models: the

realizable -  model (RKE), the shear stress transport -  model (SST) as well as the 5 5 @  0% = #
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model (V2F). Also, the velocity and temperature fields, in addition to centerline and two-

dimensional film cooling effectiveness, will be presented. Finally, The predicted centerline film

cooling effectiveness will be compared to experimental data reported by Gritsch et al. [34].

5.2 Validation Test Case: Fan-Shaped Cooling Hole

 The same experiment used in the previous chapter will also be considered here for the

case of fan-shaped cooling hole, see Figure 5.1. This experiment was discussed in more detail

previous chapter. For more information read section 4.2.

  
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1. Geometry of the experimental test case used in this study: (a) overall setup; (b) fan-
shaped cooling hole details from Gritsch et al. [34].
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5.3 Numerical Method

 Again, a systematic computational methodology is adopted and extended to fan-shaped

cooling holes. This methodology consists of a computational model or geometry, high quality

grid, boundary conditions, effective turbulence modeling, and solver.

5.3.1 Geometry

 The computational domain for the adiabatic cases matched the experimental test case.

The solid models of the whole assembly are shown in Figure 5.2. For the adiabatic cases, the

computational domain included the coolant supply channel (plenum), the fan-shaped cooling

hole, and the main channel (cross hot flow), the crossflow test section was 90  in width and77

41 in height, and plenum cross-section was 60  in width and 20  in height. The77 77 77

diameter of the film hole was 10 with an injection angle of 30°, the metering section is 77 #H

long, the lateral expansion is 14° resulting in a hole width of 30  at the hole exit, and the77

exit-to-entry area ratio is 3.0 (areas perpendicular to hole axis). The exit plane for the crossflow

was located far downstream of the cooling hole; i.e.  The conjugate model was theBÎH œ $!Þ

same as the adiabatic model, but it had an endwall with a cross-sectional area of 90 in width77

and 30 in height. Moreover, the width of the plenum had been adjusted from 60 to 9077 77

77Þ  The geometry was generated using Gambit 2.1.2 from Fluent, Inc.
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Figure 5.2. Computational domain; (a) solid model of the adiabatic cases, (b) solid model of the
conjugate case, and (c) schematic diagram.

5.3.2 Grid

 A multi-block numerical grid was used in the present work to allow the highest quality in

all regions with the fewest number of cells. Again, multi-blocking refers to a technique in which

the domain is partitioned into several different subsections in order to achieve the maximum

control over the grid quality and density. Each section was then meshed using an appropriate

topology. For the above reason, the model was partitioned into 11 blocks for the adiabatic cases,

and 20 blocks for the conjugate case. This allowed the use of a hexahedral mesh in all the blocks

to achieve a high aspect ratio especially near the walls. The total number of computational cells

is 1,867,168 for the adiabatic cases, and 2,375,139 for the conjugate case. The grid was created

in Gambit from Fluent, Inc. The cells in the near-wall layers were stretched away from the
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surfaces, and the first mesh point above the end wall is chosen such that the average is of theC 

order of unity or less. A view of the computation grid for the adiabatic and conjugate cases is

shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Since it takes a big effort (five blocks) to mesh the

fan-shaped hole with a hexahedral-topology grid, this study is also concerned with different

meshing schemes. For this reason, the fan-shaped hole has been meshed using a hybrid-topology

grid and a tetrahedral topology grid. The hybrid grid consists of both prisms near the walls and

tetrahedral cells; the total number of cells is 1,871,508. Whereas, the tetrahedral-topology grid

consists only of  tetrahedral cells with a total number of 1,476,141 cells, see Figure 5.5.

     
(a)     (b)

Figure 5.3. Details of the grid used in the adiabatic case: (a) whole domain; (b) mesh for the
film-cooling hole region.

      
 (a)     (b)

Figure 5.4. Details of the grid used in the conjugate case: (a) whole domain; (b) mesh for the
film-cooling hole region with the endwall.
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 (a) Hexahedral Mesh  (b) Hybrid Mesh  (c) Tetrahedral Mesh

Figure 5.5. Mesh details for the hexahedral-, hybrid-, and tetrahedral-topology grid in the
cooling hole region.

5.3.3 Boundary Conditions

 The boundary conditions were chosen to match the experimental test case as closely as

possible. The total pressure and total temperature are imposed at the channels inlet, static

pressure at the outlets. The total temperature at the primary (crossflow) channel inlet is 540 ,O

and 290  in the secondary (plenum) channel inlet. Thus the coolant-to-mainflow temperatureO

ratio is 0.54, which can be assumed to be more representative for typical gas turbine

applications. To achieve a blowing ratio of 1.0, the total pressure in the plenum was set to

109750 , whereas, the total pressure at the mainflow inlet is 100400 , and the static pressureT+ T+

at the outlet is 68000 . Inlet turbulence levels are set to 1.5% and 1% in the primary andT+

secondary channels, respectively.

 The fluid, air, was modeled as a compressible flow using ideal gas law, whereas, the

other properties of air; i.e. specific heat ratio, thermal conductivity, and dynamic viscosity are

piecewise-linear functions of temperature. For the conjugate heat transfer model, the endwall

material was modeled as a high-temperature plastic material (TECAPEK) with a thermal

conductivity of (0.2  for one case, and the other case was AISI 347 stainless steel, with[Î7OÑ
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a density of 7978 , and the thermal conductivity is piecewise-linear function ofÐ 51Î7 Ñ$

temperature.

5.3.4 Turbulence Modeling

 To investigate the effect of turbulence modeling on film cooling effectiveness, turbulence

closure was obtained using three different turbulence models; the realizable -  model (RKE) of5 %

Shih [121] which resulted in a good agreement with the experimental data as shown for the case

of cylindrical hole, the SST -  model (SST) of Menter [123], and  model (V2F) of5 @  0= #

Durbin [129] . The two-equation approach to turbulence modeling for film cooling problems is

considered a “standard” due to ease of implementation and computational economy. The impact

of each of the three turbulence models on the prediction of film cooling effectiveness is

compared to experimental data [34] in the results section below.

 Briefly, the RKE model satisfies the so-called realizability constraints for the Reynolds

stresses, specifically requiring positivity of the Reynolds stresses and satisfaction of Schwarz's

inequality for the shear stresses. The RKE model has been shown by several researchers to

reduce the excessive and non-physical production of turbulent kinetic energy characteristic of

the standard -  model in areas of high irrotational strain. The SST model differs from the5 %

standard -  model in two ways. First the gradual change from the standard -  model in the5 5= =

inner region of the boundary layer to a high-Reynolds number version of the -  model in the5 %

outer part of the boundary layer. Second the modified turbulent viscosity formulation to account

for the transport effects of the principal turbulent shear stress. Finally, the V2F model is an

alternative to eddy-viscosity models and Reynolds Stress Model. This model is similar to the

standard -  model, but incorporates the near-wall turbulence anisotropy and non-local pressure-5 %

strain effects. In fact, it is a general low Reynolds-number turbulence model that is valid all the

way up to solid walls, and therefore does not need to make use of wall functions. Although the
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model was originally developed for attached or mildly separated boundary layers, it also

accurately simulates flows dominated by separation.

 The V2F model is a four-equation model based on transport equations for the turbulence

kinetic energy ( ), its dissipation rate ( ), a velocity variance scale and an elliptic
—

5 Ð@ Ñß% #

relaxation function . The distinguishing function of the  model is its use of the velocityÐ0Ñ @  0#

scale  instead of the turbulent kinetic energy ( ) for evaluating the eddy viscosity ( ). The
—
Ð@ Ñ 5# %

velocity variance scale  which can be thought of as the velocity fluctuation normal to the
—
Ð@ Ñ#

streamlines, has shown to provide the right scaling in representing the damping of turbulent

transport close to the wall, a feature that  does not provide. The turbulent kinetic energy ( ), its5 5

dissipation rate ( ), the velocity variance scale and the elliptic relaxation function ( ), are
—

% Ð@ Ñß 0#

obtained from the following transport equations:
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The turbulent time scale ( ), length scale ( ), and the other constants are defined in  [129-131].X P

Here, the  model uses an elliptic operator to compute a term analogous to the pressure@  0#

strain correlation of the RSM. Ellipticity is characterized by a modified Helmholtz operator,

which introduces wall effects via a linear differential equation.

5.3.5 Film Cooling Effectiveness

 The local film cooling effectiveness  for the fan-shpaed hole is defined in the sameÐ Ñ(

way as it was defined for the case of a cylindrical hole, i.e.

(ÐBÎHß DÎHÑ œ
XÐBÎHß DÎHÑ  X

X  X
<ß7

>- <ß7
(4.1)

where,  is the local temperature, and it is the adiabatic temperature for theXÐBÎHß DÎHÑ

adiabatic cases or the conjugate temperature for the conjugate case,X ÐBÎHß DÎHÑßE[

X ÐBÎHß DÎHÑÞ XG984 >-  is the mass-weighted average temperature of the coolant at the exit of the

cooling hole, and  is the recovery temperature of the mainflow. In the experiment [34], theX<ß7

mainflow recovery temperature was measured on the test plate at a location not affected by the

coolant ejection, for this reason, the recovery temperature was calculated at a location of

ÐBÎH œ  &ÑÞ

5.3.6 Solver

 Again, the simulations were processed using Fluent version 6.1.22 software from Fluent,

Inc. Convergence was determined with the following strict criteria: 1) reduction of all residuals

of at least four orders of magnitude, and were no longer changing; 2) global mass and energy

imbalances dropped below 0.001%; and 3) the flow field was unchanging, and the endwall
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surface temperature did not vary with additional iterations, and thus a “steady state”  had been

achieved.

5.4 Results and Discussion

 This simulation was primarily concerned with the computational prediction of adiabatic

and conjugate effectiveness downstream of a 3D fan-shaped film cooling hole. Results were

obtained for , blowing ratio of 1.0, and coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio ofPÎH œ 'Þ!

0.54. First, the results will discuss the adiabatic model cases with three different turbulence

models and three grid topology schemes, then, the conjugate model cases predicted by the RKE

turbulence model.

5.4.1 Velocity Field Results

 Since the thermal field of a jet-in-crossflow interaction is dictated by the hydrodynamics,

the flow field results were predicted by three turbulence models using a hexahedral mesh, also,

the flow field results were predicted for a three topology-grid; i.e. hexahedral-, hybrid-, and

tetrahedral-grids using the RKE turbulence model. The computed near-field velocity contours

Ð7Î=/-Ñ ÐD œ !Ñalong the centerline plane  are shown in Figure 5.6, where the turbulence

closure was simulated using the three turbulence models. As it can be seen that all models

predicted the low momentum region along the downstream edge and the corresponding high

momentum or jetting region along the upstream edge within the film-cooling hole. Also, it can

be seen that the flow distribution is quite different from one turbulence model to next. This result

is clearer in Figure 5.7: V2F predicts a maximum velocity of 228 , whereas, RKE model7Î=/-

predicts the maximum velocity to be 171 . Moreover, the flow field predicted by the V2F7Î=/-

is significantly different from the one predict by RKE or SST, the flow distribution predicted by
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SST model looks quite similar to the one predicted by RKE model especially at the film hole exit

plane. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the velocity contours along the centerline plane in the film

cooling hole region and at the cooling hole exit plane. Here,  the results were predicted by the

RKE turbulence model for the three topology grid; the hexahedral grid, the hybrid grid which

was created from prisms near the walls and tetrahedral cells away from the walls, and tetrahedral

grid. It can be seen that the flow field predicted for the case of a hybrid mesh is very similar to

the case of a hexahedral mesh, whereas the tetrahedral case is very similar to the other cases in

the flow core and quite different near the walls, which tells us the need for creating a boundary

layer near the walls to be able to capture the high gradients of the flow field.

(a) RKE   (b) SST

  (c) V2F

Figure 5.6. Velocity magnitude contours  predicted by three turbulence models alongÐ7Î=/-Ñ
centerline plane in the film cooling hole region with a hexahedral-topology grid.
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  (a) RKE   (b) SST   (c) V2F   

Figure 5.7. Velocity magnitude contours  predicted by three turbulence models in theÐ7Î=/-Ñ
film hole exit plane with a hexahedral-topology grid.

  (a) Hexahedral Mesh    (b) Hybrid Mesh

 (c) Tetrahedral Mesh

Figure 5.8. Velocity magnitude contours  predicted by the RKE turbulence model alongÐ7Î=/-Ñ
centerline plane in the film cooling hole region  using three topology-grids.
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Hexahedral Mesh Hybrid Mesh Tetrahedral MeshHexahedral Mesh Hybrid Mesh Tetrahedral Mesh

Figure 5.9. Velocity magnitude contours  predicted by the RKE turbulence model in theÐ7Î=/-Ñ
film hole exit plane using three topology-grids.

5.4.2 Film Cooling Effectiveness Results

 In this section, the local centerline and two-dimensional distribution of the film cooling

effectiveness for the adiabatic and conjugate cases are reported. Note that the streamwise

distances are measured from the trailing edge  of the film hole at the exit plane.ÐBÎH œ !Ñ

Figure 5.10 shows a comparison of computed centerline effectiveness with the data of Gritsch et

al. [34] for the three turbulence models with a hexahedral mesh. The blowing ratio for those

cases is very close to one. It can be seen that all models overpredict the experimental data in the

near hole region; i.e. 2 , whereas, RKE model and SST model predictions are veryÐBÎH Ÿ Ñ

close to each other in this case (fan-shaped hole). On average, the predictions of RKE and SST

models are very close to the experimental data. Surprisingly, the predictions of the V2F model

are very different from the experimental data and the predictions of the other two models. The

V2F model overpredicts the experimental data by up to 17% in the cooling hole immediate

region 4 , and underpredicts the results by up to 27% in the intermediate regionÐBÎH Ÿ Ñ
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ÐBÎH  Ñ4 . Overall, the RKE and SST models give better agreement with experimental data

when compared to the V2F model. Figure 5.11 shows the predicted film cooling effectiveness by

the RKE model for three topology grids. It can be seen that the film effectiveness predicted with

a hexahedral mesh is very similar to the case of a hybrid mesh, whereas, the results predicted

with a tetrahedral mesh is higher than the other two cases. An interesting result is that the

predicted film effectiveness with a tetrahedral mesh is in a better agreement with experimental

data, especially in the region of 3 6 .Ð  BÎH  Ñ

 Figure 5.12 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the local film cooling

effectiveness for the three adiabatic cases, as well as the conjugate case predicted by the RKE

turbulence model. Qualitatively, all turbulence models tend to agree with the experiment [34],

whereas, the distribution of the film cooling effectiveness for the conjugate case is significantly

different. The centerline effectiveness for the adiabatic and conjugate cases compared to the

experiment is shown in Figure 5.13. The predicted film effectiveness using the conjugate model

is in a better agreement with the experimental data compared to the film effectiveness with the

adiabatic model. This finding might be attributed to the fact that the experimental data has some

conduction effects especially for this case; i.e. fan-shaped hole.
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of computed centerline adiabatic effectiveness ( ) with data of Gritsch(
et al. [34] predicted by three turbulence models with a hexahedral-topology  grid.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of computed centerline adiabatic effectiveness ( ) with data of Gritsch(
et al. [34] predicted by the RKE turbulence model using three topology-grids.
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(a) RKE      (b) SST

(c) V2F     (d) Conj.

Figure 5.12. Local adiabatic and conjugate effectiveness ( ) predicted .( by three turbulence levels
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of centerline adiabatic and conjugate effectiveness ( ) with data of(
Gritsch et al. [34] predicted by the RKE turbulence model with a hexahedral-topology grid.
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5.4.3 Temperature Field Results

 This section presents the temperature distribution in Kelvin for the cases of adiabatic and

conjugate heat transfer models. Since the RKE turbulence model gave good agreement with

experimental data as shown in the film cooling effectiveness section, it had been used to predict

the adiabatic and conjugate cases results. Figure 5.14 shows the computed near hole centerline

temperature contours for the adiabatic and conjugate cases, respectively. For the conjugate case,

heat fluxes from the hot main flow into the wall lead to heating up the of the solid body. At the

film cooling hole, an additional temperature increase of the cooling jet in comparison to the

adiabatic case occurs because of the heat transfer from the hot wall into the cooling jet, see

Figure 5.15. An isometric view of temperature contours along the endwall and close to the

cooling hole region is presented in Figure 5.16 for the adiabatic and two conjugate cases,

respectively. The conjugate cases were one with very low thermal conductivity .Ð!Þ#[Î7ÞOÑ

This corresponds to a high temperature plastic material (TECAPEK) endwall material, and the

other conjugate case was for a stainless steel endwall material. In this case, the fan-shaped hole,

the results predicted from the adiabatic case is very similar to the results predicted by conjugate

case with TECAPEK endwall material, whereas it is not the case for the cylindrical film cooling

hole. These figures show clearly the differences in the temperature contours for both cases,

which confirm that the conjugate heat transfer model can take into account the mutual influences

of heat transfer on the fluid flow and vice versa.
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(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 5.14. Temperature magnitude contours  along centerline plane in the filmÐO/6@38Ñ
cooling hole region  predicted by the RKE turbulence model with a hexahedral mesh.

 (a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 5.15. Comparison of predicted surface temperature contours  along film coolingÐO/6@38Ñ
hole predicted by the RKE turbulence model with a hexahedral mesh.
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(a) Adiabatic     (b) Conjugate (TECAPEK)

  (c) Conjugate (Stainless Steel)

Figure 5.16. Comparison of predicted surface temperature contours  along the endwallÐO/6@38Ñ
in the film cooling hole region  predicted by the RKE turbulence model with a hexahedral mesh.

 In this chapter, a comparative study is presented which indicates the ability of three

turbulence models to predict the film cooling effectiveness from a fan-shaped cooling hole. The

realizable -  model, the SST -  model, and also  turbulence models have been5 5 @  0% = #

considered. Three topology grids were considered: hexahedral-, hybrid-, and tetrahedral-

topology meshes. The boundary conditions were chosen in a way to be more representative for

typical gas turbine applications. The flow and temperature fields were discussed, in addition to

local, two-dimensional distribution of film cooling effectiveness for the adiabatic and conjugate

cases. Results were compared to experimental data in terms of centerline film cooling

effectiveness downstream cooling-hole. The predicted results using a hybrid mesh are identical
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to the ones predicted using a hexahedral mesh. This will reduce the required time to generate the

mesh, especially for fan-shaped holes, and at the same time end up with an accurate results.

Surprisingly, the RKE model performs better than the V2F model in predicting the surface

temperature distribution and, hence, the film cooling effectiveness. Again, the results confirm

that the conjugate heat transfer model shows a significant difference in the temperature

predictions in comparison with the adiabatic model cases. The results also, show the effect of the

conjugate heat transfer on the temperature field in the film cooling hole region, and the

additional heating up of the cooling jet itself.

 Up to this point, conjugate heat transfer (CHT) models  have been developed to predict

the metal temperature for three major cases: film cooling slots, cylindrical cooling holes, as well

as fan-shaped cooling holes. A systematic computational methodology is adopted and applied to

cylindrical and fan-shaped cooling holes. The results from the CHT simulations will be used to

model the experimentally measured surface temperature and surface heat flux distributions along

the endwall. So, in the following chapters, a boundary element method based inverse

methodology will be developed as a means of retrieving the multi-dimensional heat flux

distributions inside the cooling holes with application to film cooling slots, film cooling square

holes and film cooling circular or cylindrical holes. The heat conduction problem will be solved

using boundary element method (BEM), and the inverse problem will be solved using a genetic

algorithm (GA).
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 CHAPTER 6

GA/BEM INVERSE TECHNIQUE TO RECONSTRUCT HEAT FLUX
DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN FILM COOLING SLOTS

6.1 Introduction

 Retrieval of surface heat flux or convective heat transfer coefficient ( ) is often2

accomplished using surface temperature histories provided by thermo-graphic techniques applied

in controlled experiments and in conjunction with theoretical assumptions. In this study, the

boundary element method (BEM) is applied to resolve 2D and 3D heat transfer and determine

heat flux distributions or convective heat transfer coefficient by inverse methods. The BEM is

ideally suited for this inverse problem as surface temperatures and fluxes appear as nodal

unknowns, which are precisely the variables required in inverse analysis.

 From the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, it is clear that, although film cooling has been

studied extensively, there is a lack of information with regard to the thermal conditions within

the film cooling slot itself. In this chapter, an inverse methodology will be developed as a means

of determining heat flux distributions in film cooling slots (2D case). Thermal conditions are

overspecified at exposed surfaces amenable to measurement, while the temperature and surface

heat flux are unknown at the film cooling slot walls. The unknown temperature and surface heat

flux distributions are determined in an iterative manner by solving an inverse problem whose

objective is to adjust the film cooling slot wall temperatures and heat fluxes until the temperature

and heat flux at the measurement surfaces are matched in an overall heat conduction solution.

The heat conduction problem is solved using boundary element method (BEM), and the inverse

problem is solved using a genetic algorithm (GA).
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6.2 Inverse Problems

 Engineering field problems may be broadly classified as forward or inverse.  Forward

problems are most commonly encountered in traditional engineering analysis. In a forward

problem, the following are explicitly specified: governing equation for field variable, physical

properties, boundary conditions, initial condition, and system geometry. The purpose of the

analysis of the forward problem is to determine the field variable given these inputs. In contrast,

in an inverse problem, the following are explicitly specified: part of the conditions in a forward

problem and an overspecified condition (usually at the exposed boundary). The purpose of

solving the inverse problem is to find the unknown in the conditions of the forward problem

using the overspecified condition. Typically, the overspecified condition is provided usually by

measuring a field variable at the exposed boundary, as in the case of the inverse geometric

problem. However, in some inverse problems, the overspecified condition can be provided by

internal measurements of the field variable via embedded sensors. Noise becomes an important

concern in the solution of most inverse problems as the overspecified condition is usually

provided by an experiment. All inverse problems rely on additional information that is provided

by measurement whose values are ladened with random noise. Sampling can produce significant

error, see Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Illustration of error-ladened input.
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To remedy this inherent feature of inverse problems, least-squares is used to smooth the results

of sampling and the measurements are often approximated by simple trial functions to filter out

the high frequency error. Moreover, the operator of the inverse problem is ill-conditioned (nearly

singular) amplifying the input error, see Figure 6.2.

input output

operator of 
the inverse 
problem

input output

operator of 
the inverse 
problem

Figure 6.2. Illustration of the ill-posedness of inverse problems.

The methods adopted in the literature to overcome this feature either [82-84] modify the operator

by using regularization via Thikonov method, or modify the solver to filter out high frequency

error through singular value such as decomposition, conjugate gradient with appropriate stopping

criterion, spectral techniques, Kalman filter etc... In this study, the ill-posedness issue is solved

by a regularization procedure established in [108,109] to address the inverse reconstruction heat

flux distributions.

6.3 Inverse Problem Methodology for Heat Flux Reconstruction

 The inverse problem approach to film coefficient reconstruction is developed here.

Consider the specific case of a two dimensional film cooling slot supplied by a plenum, see

Figure 6.3(a). This configuration is used here for illustration in the development of the inverse

problem methodology. The model consists of the domain of the main flow (hot gas), the coolant

plenum supply (cold gas), and the endwall with a cooling slot of specified injection angle. The
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outlet was located far downstream of the cooling slot. The measured temperature and heat flux

over specified surfaces as shown in Figure 6.3(b), will be used as an input for the inverse

problem to determine the unknown temperature and heat flux at the cooling slot walls. The heat

flux will be measured using an optical thermo-graphic technique under development at

University of Central Florida. The inverse problem algorithm developed herein for the

reconstruction of  heat transfer coefficient distributions is comprised of an objective function to

be minimized; i.e. root mean square (RMS) error in heat flux, a minimization algorithm; i.e.

genetic algorithm, and a forward problem field solver; i.e. the BEM. Each of these will be

discussed in detail in the following sections.

T̂

AirCold

AirHot Exit

SlotCooling

q,TMeasured

EndwallSteelEndwallSteel

Plenum

Crossflow

T̂

AirCold

AirHot Exit

SlotCooling

q,TMeasured

EndwallSteelEndwallSteel
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Crossflow

(a) overall configuration.

q̂,T̂ q̂,T̂

q̂,T̂ q̂,T̂

T̂

?qorh =

q̂,T̂ q̂,T̂

q̂,T̂ q̂,T̂

T̂

?qorh = 
(b) domain of the inverse conduction problem.

Figure 6.3. Schematic  for the inverse problem applied to a slot cooling configuration.
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6.3.1 The Objective Function and Regularization

 The objective of the inverse problem under consideration is to reconstitute the heat

transfer coefficients or heat fluxes (  or ) at the cooling slot walls. Here, Cauchy conditions2 ;

imposed at the surfaces exposed to the hot gases and to the film cooling supply plenum, as

shown in the Figure 6.3(b). These surfaces are referred from here on as measurement surfaces.

This is due to the fact that the heat flux and temperature are to be simultaneously measured in

order to specify Cauchy conditions required to solve the inverse problem. In the inverse problem,

the temperature is imposed at these surfaces and an initial heat flux distribution is guessed at the

cooling slot walls. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem is solved using the BEM, and

an objective function is defined to quantify the difference between the heat flux measured at the

exposed surfaces and the heat flux predicted by the BEM under current heat flux estimates at the

cooling slot surfaces. In order to reduce the number of unknowns, the heat fluxes are

parametrically represented using radial basis functions (RBF) [132,133] as follows, see Figure

6.4:

; Ð ; Ñ œ ; 0 Ð<ß < Ñt t
FIQ

E

E

3
 (6.1) ~

4œ"

R

E 4 4

where,  is the number of anchor points,  is the position vector  is the position vectorR < ß <t tE 4

pointing to the  anchor point and the expansion coefficients  are found through a4>2 ß ;E3

collocation procedure. The conic RBF, ,  used in this expansion is:0 Ð<ß < Ñt t4 4

0 Ð<ß < Ñ œ <  <t t t t4 4 4¸ ¸     (6.2)

Collocating at all the  anchor points, there arises a linear equation:4 œ "ß #ÞÞÞRE

J ; œ ;œ µ~ (6.3)
E FIQ

where is an interpolant matrix. This linear system is solved by standard methods for theJœ

expansion coefficients .;E3
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Anchor point

BEM node

Anchor point

BEM node

Figure 6.4. Schematic diagram for anchor points using radial basis functions (RBF).

Subsequently, the following objective function is defined to measure the difference between the

BEM-computed heat flux, , at the  measuring points and the measured~; Ð; Ñ 3 œ "ß #ÞÞÞRFIQ 7E3

heat flux   at the measuring points under the current estimate of :~; ;s3 E

WÐ; Ñ œ Ð; Ð; Ñ  ; Ñ
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As has been discussed, inverse problems are ill-posed and small errors in inputs are reflected in

large errors in the output unless regularization (a form of stabilization) or a stabilizing inverse

problem solver is adopted. In this study, the objective functional is therefore regularized using a

first order method [108,109] as:

WÐ; Ñ œ Ð; Ð; Ñ  ; Ñ Ð;  ; Ð; ÑÑ
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where, is heat flux at the anchor points, and  is least-square curve fitted heat flux through; ;
E EPW3 3

the anchor points. In general, the number of anchor points  is less than the number ofÐR ÑE

measuring points and the number of anchor points is chosen in a manner to obtain aÐR Ñß7

converged solution in the sense of small variations in the heat flux distributions as the number of
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anchor points is varied. The regularization parameter ( ) can take on values from zero (no"

regularization) to an appropriate positive number. The choice of optimal  is the subject of much"

research in the inverse problem community. For example,  may be chosen via the -curve" P

method [134,135] or the discrepancy principle [136,137]. In this study, the optimal  has been"

determined by constructing a plot of  versus the best fitness, . The process starts by~" WÐ; Ñ
E

"

setting  to zero which results in the maximum best fitness, then  is increased until the" "

reconstructed heat fluxes manifest no oscillatory behavior. At this point, if two lines are drawn

from the two extreme ends, we take value of at the point of intersection. The mean values of"

the heat fluxes at the anchor points  are obtained by least-squares fitting a quadratic or~;sEPW4

higher order polynomial through the anchor point values , see Figure 6.5:~;E4

; œ T ;s œ~ ~ (6.6)
EPW E

here, is the coefficient matrix of the normal equations, and its dimension is equal to theTœ

number of anchor points. The regularization has the effect of drawing the current flux

distribution towards its current mean value. Obviously, the amount of stabilization depends on

the value of ."
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Figure 6.5. Schematic diagram for the least square curve fitting of the heat fluxes at the anchor
points.
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6.3.2 The Genetic Algorithm

 The genetic algorithm (GA) optimization process begins by setting a random set of

possible solutions, called the population, with a fixed initial size or number of individuals. Each

individual is defined by optimization variables and is represented as a bit string or a

chromosome, see Figure 6.6. The GA iteratively alters the heat flux distribution at the cooling

slot walls until the measured surface heat fluxes are matched thus, satisfying the Cauchy

conditions at the exposed measuring surfaces. It should be noted that GA maximizes objective

function as they naturally seek the "best fit" [138]. Thus the objective function computed by the

GA is actually:

W Ð; Ñ œ WÐ; Ñ
KE ~ ~ (6.7)

E E
"

The objective function, , is evaluated for every individual in the current populationW Ð; Ñ
KE ~E

defining the fitness or their probability of survival. At each iteration of the GA, the processes of

selection, crossover, and mutation operators are used to update the population of designs. A

selection operator is first applied to the population in order to determine and select the

individuals that are going to pass information in a mating process with the rest of the individuals

in the population. This mating process is called the crossover operator, and it allows the genetic

information contained in the best individuals to be combined to form offsprings. Additionally, a

mutation operator randomly affects the information obtained by the mating of individuals. This

is a crucial step for continuous improvement.

 A series of parameters are initially set in the GA code, which determine and affect the

performance of the genetic optimization process. The number of parameters per individual or

optimization variables, the size of the bit string or chromosome that defines each individual, the

number of individuals or population size per generation, the number of children from each

mating, the probability of crossover, and the probability of mutation are among the parameters

that control the optimization process. This set of operations are carried out generation after
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generation until either a convergence criterion (a preset level of acceptable fitness) is satisfied or

a maximum number of generations is reached. It is also important to point out that three

important features distinguish GA from the other evolutionary algorithms, namely: (1) binary

representation of the solution, (2) the proportional method of selection, and (3) mutation and

crossover as primary methods of producing variations.
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Figure 6.6. Example of an individual in the population characterized by four parameters (genes)
encoded in a chromosome yielding the individuals fitness value J Þ"

 In nature, the properties of an organism are described by a string of genes in the

chromosomes. Therefore, if one is trying to simulate nature using computers one must encode

the design variable in a convenient way. We adopt a haploid model using a binary vector to

model a single chromosome. The length of the vector is dictated by the number of design

variables and the required precision of each design variable. Each design variable has to be

bounded with a minimum and a maximum value and in the process the precision of the variable

is determined. The number of divisions used in the discretization has to be an integer power of

two. This procedure allows an easy mapping from real numbers to binary strings and vice versa.

This coding process represented by a binary string is one of the distinguishing features of GA

and differentiates them from other evolutionary approaches. The haploid GA places all design

variables into one binary string, called a chromosome or off-spring. The information contained in

the string of vectors comprising the chromosome characterizes an individual in a population. In
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turn, each individual is equipped with a given set of design variables to which corresponds a

value of the objective function. This value is the measure of "fitness" of the individual design. In

a GA, poorly fit designs are not discarded; rather they are kept, as in nature, to provide genetic

diversity in the evolution of the population. This genetic diversity is required to provide forward

movement of the population during the mating, crossover, and mutation processes which

characterize the GA.

  The initial population size may grow or diminish to mimic actual biological systems.

However, in the GA used here, the population size is not allowed to change while the program is

running. Once the population size is fixed, the algorithm initialize all of the chromosomes. This

operation is carried out by assigning a random value of zero or one for each bit contained in each

of the chromosomes. After initializing the population, evaluation of the fitness of each individual

is performed by computing the objective (or fitness) which of course represents a set of possible

solutions. Having the values of the objective function for each individual, the selection process

can be started. First values of the fitness function for each individual have to be added, and then

the probability of being a selected individual is calculated as the ratio between the  value of the

fitness function of each individual and the sum of all objectives function values. This is given

by:

T œ
J3>8/==Ð Ñ

J 3>8/==Ð Ñ

=/6/->/.
3

3œ"

:9:=3D/

3

v

v
(6.8)

where v  is -  member of the population, and v  is the measure of the fitness of that3 33 >2 J 3>8/==Ð Ñ

member  under its currently evolved parameter set configuration. A weighted roulette wheel is

generated, where each member of the current population is assigned a portion of the wheel in

proportion to its probability of selection. The wheel is spun as many times as there are

individuals in the population to select which members mate. Obviously, some chromosomes

would be selected more than once, where the best chromosomes get more copies, the average
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stay even, and the worst die off. Once selection has been applied, crossover and mutation occur

to the surviving individuals. These operations further expand genetic diversity in the current

population. All other probabilities referred to in the description of the GA adopted in this study

are computed in an analogous fashion as the selection probability.

  The probability of crossover ( ) is an important parameter that defines the expectedT-

population size ( • - ) of chromosomes which undergoes crossover operation. This is aT :9: =3D/-

mating process that allows individuals to interchange intrinsic information contained in the

chromosomes. The operation may be implemented in two steps: (1) a random selection based on

the probability of crossover is performed to obtain pairs of  individuals, and (2) a random

number is generated between the first position of the binary vector and the last one to indicate

the location of the crossing point which delineates the location about which genetic information

is interchanged between two chromosomes.

  The mutation operator is the final operator implemented. The probability of mutation

( ) gives the expected  number of mutated bits and every bit in all chromosomes in the wholeT7

population has an equal chance to undergo mutation: switch of a bit from zero to one or vice-

versa. This process is implemented by generating a random number within the range (0...1) for

each bit within the chromosome. If the generated number is smaller than ( ) the bit is mutated.T7

When the mutation is done on a bit-by-bit basis it is called the creep mutation. Another type of

mutation is the jump mutation which is applied to an individual selected to be mutated from this

perspective. In this case all bits within the chromosome are switched from zero to one and vice-

versa. Following selection, crossover and mutation of the new population is ready for its next

evolution until the convergence criteria fitness is reached. It is the very nature of the binary

representation of the design variables of the objective function and the random search process

which provide yet another implicit degree of regularization in this optimization process. The

sensitivity of the objective function can be tuned depending on the size of each element of the

chromosome. Thus, low bit representation is insensitive to large variations in input (regularized
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but may lead to poor solution due to low resolution), while high bit representation is sensitive to

large variations in input (not regularized and therefore may lead to poor solution as well). There

is a range of bit size which produces a regularized and sensitive response leading to stable

solutions.

  The following suitable parameters are chosen to generate results: population size of &!

individuals/generation, a string of eight bits to define each parameter within each individual, one

child per mating, a % probability of mutation, a % probability of creep mutation, and a %% #! &!

probability of crossover. This combination of parameters and procedures has been proven to

yield efficient and accurate optimization results for different studies carried out in this

dissertation.

6.3.3 The Forward Heat Conduction Solver

 The boundary elements method (BEM) is used to solve the forward problem. This

technique is based on integral equation formulations and is ideally suited for the problem under

consideration as it requires only a boundary mesh for steady linear or non-linear heat conduction

and the nodal unknowns appearing in the equations are the temperature and heat flux. The

governing equation for steady state heat conduction with constant thermal conductivity and no

internal heat generation is the Laplace equation for the temperature; i.e.:

 (6.9)f X œ !
#

An integral equation (BIE) for the temperature is readily derived as  [139,140]:

GÐ ÑXÐ Ñ  ;ÐBÑX ÐBß Ñ.WÐBÑ œ XÐBÑJ ÐBß Ñ.WÐBÑ0 0 0 0* *
WÐBÑ WÐBÑ

‡ (6.10)

where  is one for a source point at the interior and 1/2 for a source point on a smoothGÐ Ñ0

boundary, is the surface bounding for the domain of interest,  is the source point,  is theWÐBÑ B0
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field point,  is the heat flux,  is the  fundamental solution, and  is its normal;ÐBÑ X Bß J Bß‡ 0 0

derivative with respect to the outward normal.

X ÐBß Ñ œ Ð  "Î# 5Ñ68<ÐBß Ñ 38 Ð#HÑ

X ÐBß Ñ œ "Î% 5<ÐBß Ñ 38 Ð$HÑ

J ÐBß Ñ œ  5`KÐBß ÑÎ`8

;ÐBÑ œ  5`XÐBÑÎ`8

GÐ Ñ œ " 30 −

GÐ Ñ œ "Î# 30 Â

‡

‡

0 1 0

0 1 0

0 0

0 0 H

0 0 H

 

 

(6.11)

The integral equation is discretized by introducing a pattern of -boundary nodes over theR

surface and boundary elements to model the boundary, temperature, and flux distributions and

can be expressed in standard matrix form as [141-143]:

LX œ K ;œµ œ ~ (6.12)

The influence coefficient matrices  and  are evaluated numerically, depending on the typeK Lœ œ

of element chosen and the dimension of the problem. In these simulations, all computations are

carried out in 2D using exclusively discontinuous quadratic isoparametric boundary elements. In

this element type, the geometry, temperature and heat flux are modeled using bi-quadratic shape

functions. However, the temperature and heat flux end-nodes are offset from the geometric end-

nodes, see Figure 6.7, consequently, this type of element is termed discontinuous. It offers the

advantage of superior heat flux determination with none of the complexities plaguing continuous

elements, in particular in 3D.
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Figure 6.7. Discontinuous isoparametric element: quadratic geometry,  and X ;Þ
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Notice that the geometric nodal locations of the element are ordered counterclockwise such that

the normal vector always points outwards from the domain of the problem, thus uniquely

defining the outward-drawn normal. The global coordinate system ( ) is transformed into aBß C

local coordinate system ( ) using the following bi-quadratic shape functions relationships:0

BÐ Ñ œ R Ð ÑB

CÐ Ñ œ R Ð ÑC

0 0

0 0

7œ"
7 7

7œ"
7 7

3

3

(6.13)

where  and  are the locations of the geometric nodes for the element . The three bi-B C7 7 4>

quadratic shape functions for the geometry are defined as follows:

R Ð Ñ œ Ð  "Ñ
#

R Ð Ñ œ Ð"  ÑÐ"  Ñ

R Ð Ñ œ Ð  "Ñ
#

"

#

$

0 0
0

0 0 0

0 0
0

(6.14)

As mentioned above, the discontinuous boundary elements feature temperature and heat flux

end-nodes offset % from the geometric end-nodes while the central node is colocated with"#Þ&

the geometric central node of the boundary element, thus:>4ß

X Ð Ñ œ Q Ð ÑX ;Ð Ñ œ Q Ð Ñ;0 0 0 0
4œ" 4œ"

$ $

4 4 4 4and   (6.15)

where  and  are the nodal temperatures and heat fluxes, and the shape functions for theX ;4 4

dependent variable are:

           (6.16)Q Ð Ñ œ Ð%  $Ñ
#

*

Q Ð Ñ œ Ð$  % ÑÐ$  % Ñ
"

*

Q Ð Ñ œ Ð%  $Ñ
#

*

"

#

$

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
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The influence coefficients and  that are elements of the matrices and are defined asL K K Lœ œ34 34

integrals over the boundary element :>4

L œ Q Ð ÑJ Bß .

K œ Q Ð ÑX Bß .

34 4 3

34 4 3
‡

(
(
>

>

4

4

0 0 >

0 0 >

(6.17)

and these are evaluated using adaptive quadratures based on Gauss-Kronrod rules. Introducing

the boundary conditions, into the discretized BEM equations leads to the standard algebraic

form:

ÒEÓÖB× œ Ö,× (6.18)   

This equation can be solved by direct methods such as LU decomposition or by iterative methods

for non-symmetric equations such as generalized minimal residual method (GMRES).

 As an example of a BEM mesh, quadratic discontinuous elements have been used to

discretize the geometry of interest here. A total of  elements used to discrete the whole#!!

domain, such that the left block has  elements and the right block has  elements, and each'! "%!

side of the cooling slot has ten elements. The surface mesh is shown in Figure 6.8 below.

+++++++++++++++++++++++
+++
+++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++
+

Figure 6.8  Surface mesh of the BEM direct problem.Þ
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6.4 Numerical Results

 We now present the simulated results in two parts: (1) results of the direct conduction

problem, and (2) results of the inverse problem. The input to the inverse problem is provided

from the conjugate heat transfer (CHT) simulations for the case of one cooling slot. For more

details, see chapter three. Moreover, the direct conduction problem is carried out to provide a

consistency check between the commercial CFD code applied for the CHT simulations and the

in-house BEM code that is the forward solver for the inverse problem.

6.4.1 Results of The Direct Problem

 We establish a solution to the forward problem as a numerical consistency check of the

(BEM) solution; i.e. in house code, and conjugate heat transfer (CHT) solution; i.e. commercial

code. Since the BEM surface mesh and CHT surface mesh are different from each other, a radial

basis function interpolation approach is used to pass information from one grid to the other. The

input to the direct problem is the CHT wall temperatures at solid surfaces, as shown in Figure

6.9, to check consistency in the BEM-computed heat fluxes.

eTemperaturCHT eTemperaturCHT

Figure 6.9. Schematic diagram of the BEM direct problem.

 The discretized governing equations with the specified boundary conditions have been

solved, and the temperature distribution with the heat flux direction is shown in the Figure 6.10.
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It can be seen that the temperature expands from °  to ° , which matches very well the#*& O $%& O

CHT solution.

T: 297 299 301 303 305 307 309 311 313 315 317 319 321 323 325 327 329 331 333 335 337 339 341 343

Figure 6.10. Temperature distribution predicted by the BEM direct solution.

 The BEM-computed heat fluxes have been compared to the CHT-computed ones in

Figure 6.11. The two are in good agreement. Note that the CHT models solved the parabolic heat

conduction equation up to the steady-state while the BEM solved the elliptic steady conduction

solution.
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of direct BEM and CHT heat fluxes along cooling slot edges.
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6.4.2 Results of The Inverse Problem

 The inverse problem results are now presented for several cases. First, we consider the

case of exact input data. The problem has been solved for two blocks, the first block models the

left edge of the cooling slot, which has  elements. The elements of the left edge of the cooling'!

slot are . The second block models right edge of the cooling slot, which has #"  $! "%!

elements. The elements of the right edge of the cooling slot are , as shown in the Figure'"  (!

6.12 below. The problem has been solved with  anchor points. The results for the#"

reconstructed heat fluxes at the left and right edges of the cooling slot are shown in Figure 6.13.

The results are shown at zero regularization with order polynomial least-squares fit. The ( (>2 >2

order polynomial was chosen to obtain the best fit in  without introducing oscillations in the~;E
functional approximations. An initial guess of  between   along the left edge and; !  "& 5[Î7#

!  # 5[Î7# along the right edge is taken at all anchor points to begin the minimization

process in all cases.
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Figure 6.12. Reference node numbering for the BEM discretization of the inverse problem.

Figure 6.14 shows best fitness as function of regularization/tuning parameter. In this figure, the

process started with zero regularization which gives the maximum best fitness, then the

regularization parameter is increased until the reconstructed heat fluxes manifest no oscillatory

behavior. If two lines are drawn from the two extreme ends, the optimal value of  is found at"

the point of intersection. In this case, the best fitness was at a regularization parameter of "!(
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for the left edge and  for the right edge. As a result, the reconstructed heat fluxes matched"!&

the measured ones as shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16.
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Figure 6.13. BEM reconstructed heat fluxes ( ) through cooling slot with regularization;
parameter; (  )." œ !
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Figure 6.15. Comparison of reconstructed regularized GA and CHT heat fluxes at: (a) left block
and (b) right blockÞ
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Figure 6.16. Close up of reconstructed regularized GA and CHT heat fluxes through cooling slot
at: (a) left edge and (b) right edgeÞ

 Next, results are presented for the case of error-laden inputs. Here, a random number

generator is employed to generate random errors of maximum levels °  in the temperature„ !Þ& G

and   in the heat flux. The results are shown in the figures below. It can be noted that„ &! [Î7#

the GA reconstructed heat fluxes are robust to these random errors yielding very accurate results.

The reconstructed heat fluxes at an input error of °  and   are shown in„ !Þ#& G „ #& [Î7#
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Figure 6.17 along left and right edges of the cooling slot and Figure 6.17 for an input error of

„ !Þ& G „ &! [Î7°  and  . It can be seen that the reconstructed and the simulated heat fluxes#

are matching each other quite well.
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Figure 6.17. Comparison of reconstructed heat flux using GA-based method with CHT heat
fluxes through cooling slot at: (a) left edge and (b) right side  Input Errors:Þ
% %X ;

#œ „!Þ#& Gß œ „#&[Î7° .
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Figure 6.18. Comparison of reconstructed heat flux using GA-based method with CHT heat
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 In this chapter, an inverse problem approach as a means of determining heat flux

distributions along the walls of cooling slots is developed. The heat flux distributions are

determined in an iterative manner by solving an inverse problem whose objective is to adjust the

film cooling slot wall temperatures and heat fluxes until the temperature and heat flux at the

measurement surfaces are matched in an overall heat conduction solution. The heat conduction

problem is solved using boundary element method (BEM), and the inverse problem is solved

using a genetic algorithm (GA). It can be noted that the GA reconstructed heat flux is robust,

yielding very accurate results to both cases: exact input data, and error-laden inputs.

 In the following chapter, a more generalized methodology will be developed to

reconstruct the heat flux distributions along the walls of the cooling slots/holes, this

methodology will be applied to one- and two-cooling slots. This methodology is called a singular

superposition BEM inverse technique for the reconstruction of multi-dimensional heat flux

distributions. The advantage of this approach is eliminating the need to mesh the surface of the

film cooling slot and the need to parametrize the heat flux over that surface. Rather, the heat flux

is determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem is solved. This constitutes a

tremendous advantage in solving the inverse problem, particularly in 3D applications.
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 CHAPTER 7

SINGULARITY SUPERPOSITION/BEM INVERSE TECHNIQUE TO
RECONSTRUCT HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN FILM

COOLING SLOTS

7.1 Introduction

 In the previous chapter, an inverse methodology based on boundary element method

(BEM) and a genetic algorithm (GA) was developed. Here, a more generalized technique will be

developed to reconstruct the heat flux distributions for the cases of one- and two-cooling slots.

This technique is called a singular superposition/BEM inverse technique or a hybrid singularity

superposition/boundary element-based inverse method for the reconstruction of multi-

dimensional heat flux distributions. Cauchy conditions are imposed at exposed surfaces that are

readily reached for measurements while convective boundary conditions are unknown at surfaces

that are not amenable to measurements such as the edges of cooling slots.

 The purpose of the inverse analysis is to determine the heat flux distribution along

cooling slot surfaces. This is accomplished in an iterative process by distributing a set of

singularities at the vicinity of the cooling slot surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical

domain with a given initial strength distribution. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem

is solved using the boundary element method (BEM), and an objective function is defined to

measure the difference between the heat flux measured at the exposed surfaces and the heat flux

predicted by the BEM under the current strength distribution of the singularities. A genetic

algorithm (GA) iteratively alters the strength distribution of the singularities until the measuring

surfaces heat fluxes are matched, thus satisfying Cauchy conditions. Subsequent to the solution

of the inverse problem, the heat flux at the inaccessible surface is computed using BEM. The

hybrid singularity superposition/BEM approach thus eliminates the need to mesh the surface of
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the film cooling slot and the need to parametrize the heat flux over that surface. Rather, the heat

flux is determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem is solved. This constitutes

a tremendous advantage in solving the inverse problem, particularly in 3D applications.

7.2 Singularity Superposition and Inverse Problem Methodology

 Again, the inverse problem approach to heat flux reconstruction is developed here.

Considering the specific case of a 2D film cooling slot supplied by a plenum, see Figure. 7.1(a).

The model consists of a domain for the main flow (hot air or crossflow), the coolant plenum

supply (cold air), and the endwall with single or multiple cooling slots. The measured

temperature and heat flux at over-specified surfaces are shown in Fig. 7.1(b), will be used as an

input for the inverse problem to determine the unknown temperature and heat flux at the film-

cooling slot walls.

 The inverse problem algorithm developed herein is comprised of the forward problem

solver (i.e. a hybrid singular superposition/BEM method) and an  inverse problem solver (i.e. a

genetic algorithm to determine  strength distribution of the sinks to match Cauchy conditions

imposed at exposed surfaces).
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Figure 7.1. Schematic diagram for the Inverse Problem.

7.2.1 The Forward Problem Solver

 The purpose of the inverse problem is to determine the heat flux distribution ( ) at the;

cooling slot edges. This is accomplished in an iterative process. The temperature is imposed at

these edges. To simulate the extraction of energy from the coolant, a distribution of singularities

(sinks) is located in the vicinity of the surface within a fictitious extension of the physical

domain with a given initial strength distribution, see Figure 7.2. The fictitious boundaries will be

insulated to prevent energy from flowing through them. This way all the energy that was

extracted through the physical cooling surface is captured by the sinks.
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Figure 7.2. Thermal singularity superposition configuration.

 The mathematical formulation that follows this idea consists of the Poisson equation for

the temperature  where the generation term is the summation of singular fieldXÐBß CÑ

perturbations characterized by localized Dirac delta functions as:RW

fÞÒ5fXÐBß CÑÓ  U ÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ œ ! Ð Ñ
Oœ"

RW

O O O$ 7.1

where  is the thermal conductivity,  represents the strength of the sinks   is the number5 U ß RWO

of sinks,  are location of the  sink, and  is the Dirac delta function. Although anÐB ß C Ñ OO O
>2 $

analytical direct solution is possible for the configuration shown above, a numerical approach

will be adopted for generality. A numerical technique that lends itself perfectly for this

application is the boundary element method (BEM) due to its boundary-only discretization

feature, and its ability to relate the field variable values anywhere in the domain to the

information along the boundary. These characteristics of the BEM will make it possible to

isolate the effects of the added singular perturbations and compute the field variable values only

where necessary. A standard BEM formulation starts with the introduction of an arbitrary

function  and a transformation of the governing equation into an integral equationKÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ3 3

over the domain  as:H

( (
H H

fÞÒ5fXÐBß CÑÓKÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ. œ U ÐBß Cß B ß C ÑKÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ.3 3 O O 3 3

RW

Oœ"
OH $ H (7.2)
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To transform the domain integral into contour integrals over the boundary ; Green's second>

identity is applied on the left-hand side and the sifting property of the Dirac delta function is

applied on the right-hand side of the equation above yielding:

( *
*
H >

fÞÒ5fKÐBß Cß B ß C ÑÓ X ÐBß CÑ .  LÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ X ÐBß CÑ . 

KÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ ;ÐBß CÑ . œ U KÐB ß C ß B ß C Ñ

3 3 3 3

3 3 O O 3 3

RW

Oœ"
O

H H

>

(7.3)

where:

LÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ œ  5 `KÐBß Cß B ß C ÑÎ`8 Ð Þ Ñ

;ÐBß CÑ œ  5`XÐBß CÑÎ`8
3 3 3 3 7 4

Now, the Dirac delta function is used to perturb the adjoint operator on the arbitrary function

KÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ3 3  present in the last remaining domain integral in the equation as:

fÞÒ5fKÐBß Cß B ß C ÑÓ œ  ÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ Ð Þ Ñ3 3 3 3$ 7 5

For 2D problems  can be found to be the free-space solution to the adjoint equationKÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ3 3

as:

KÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ œ 68 ÐB  B Ñ  ÐC  C Ñ Ð Ñ
 "

# 5
3 3 3 3

# #

1
È 7.6

Again, the sifting property of the Dirac delta function is recast to lead to the following boundary-

only integral equation:

GÐB ß C Ñ X ÐB ß C Ñ  XÐBß CÑLÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ.  Ð Ñ

;ÐBß CÑ KÐBß Cß B ß C Ñ. œ U KÐB ß C ß B ß C Ñ

3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 O O 3 3

RW

Oœ"
O

 7.7

 

*
*

>

>

>

>

Introducing boundary discretization yields the following relation:

G X  L X  K ; œ U KÐB ß C ß B ß C Ñ Ð Ñs
3 3 34 4 34 4 O O 3 3

R R RW

4œ" 4œ" Oœ"
O   7.8
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where:

G œ " ÐB ß C Ñ − Ð Ñ

G œ ÐB ß C Ñ −
"

#
G œ ÐB ß C Ñ Â

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3

if 7.9

if

0 if

H

>

H

 Following the discretization of the boundary ( ) with ( ) nodal locations and the> R

collocation of   at these ( ) locations, the above equation reduces to the followingÐB ß C Ñ R3 3

simultaneous set:

4œ" 4œ"

R R

34 4 34 4 3K ;  L X œ W Ð Ñ  7.10

where:

L œ L  Ð Ñs "

#

W œ U KÐB ß C ß B ß C Ñ

34 34 34

3 O O 3 3

Oœ"

RW

O

$ 7.11

 Again, a quadratic discontinuous isoparametric boundary elements were used [140].

Provided that a well-posed problem is conformed with a properly defined geometry and set of

boundary conditions, see Figure 7.3, the discretized boundary integral equation, Equation. (7.10)

is reduced to:

E B œ ,  W Ð Ñ34 4 3 3 7.12

with  and where  contains the effects of the added singularities . The solution to3 œ "ÞÞÞR W U3 O

this system provides the full distribution of temperatures and fluxes around the boundary that can

be used later in the same formulation to calculate temperatures and heat fluxes anywhere in the

domain . Notice that the system in Equation (7.12) needs to be generated and decomposed onlyH

once. Changing the strength of the singularities can be efficiently accounted for in the solution

by just updating the right-hand side vector and solving the system again by back substitution.
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Figure 7.3. Set of boundary conditions for the BEM problem.

7.2.2 The Inverse Problem Solution

 The purpose of the inverse problem is to determine the heat flux distributions at the film

cooling slot edges. This is done in an iterative process; the temperature is imposed at these

surfaces and a distribution of sinks is located within the fictitious extension of the physical

domain with a given initial strength distribution. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem

is solved using the boundary element method (BEM), and an objective function is defined to

measure the difference between the heat flux measured at the exposed surfaces and the heat flux

predicted by the BEM under current strength distribution of the sinks. This can be accomplished

by minimizing the following least-squares functional:

WÐU Ñ œ ; ÐU Ñ  ; Ð Ñ
"

R
sO O 3

7 3œ"

R

3
#

ÍÍÍÌ ‘7

7.13

where  is the number of measuring points,  are the measured heat fluxes at the measuringR ;s7 3

points, and  are the computed heat fluxes for a given set of sink strengths. An additional; ÐU Ñ3 O

term might be added to the functional to act as a regularization term as:

WÐU Ñ œ ; ÐU Ñ  ;  ; ÐU Ñ  ;
"

R
sO O 3 O A

7 3œ" 3œ"

R

3 A
# #

RA
ÍÍÍÌ ‘ ‘

ÍÍÍÌ
7

3
" ¯ (7.14)
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where,  is the number of measuring points at the film-cooling slot wall,  is theRA "

regularization parameter,  are the computed heat fluxes at slot physical wall for a given; ÐU ÑA O3

set of sink strengths, and  are the averaged normal heat fluxes at the physical cooling slot wall.;̄A

However, the inherent regularization property of genetic algorithm (minimization method of

choice in this study), in addition to the discrete nature of a finite number of singularities (sinks)

to simulate the extracted energy, makes it unnecessary to add any additional regularization to the

functional, and would just slow down the minimization process (i.e.  was set to zero). Once the"

functional   is minimized, the resulting heat flux distribution along the physical filmß WÐU ÑßO

cooling slot wall can be smoothed-out by simple least-squares means. Figure 7.4 below

illustrates the calculation of the normal heat fluxes at the edge of the cooling slot at a post-

processing stage by computing the heat flux vector components at internal points of the extended

domain distributed along the location of the actual edge.

wq

wq

wq

wq

wq

wq

wq

wq

Figure 7.4. Calculation of the cooling surface heat fluxes after the functional optimization
process.

 As the inverse problem is now well-defined, a means of minimization of the objective

function must be sought to be able to provide a global approximation that disregards the multiple

local minimae that will arise as a result of the inherent non-linearity of this problem. This feature

along with many more can be found in the genetic algorithm (GA) lending themselves perfectly

for such application. GA is robust adaptive search techniques that mimic the idea of Darwinian

evolution using rules of natural selection to investigate highly complex multidimensional
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problems. As a non-gradient-based optimization technique the use of GA is advantageous for

this  until a best-fit is found that application.

7.2.3 The Genetic Algorithm

 Again, the optimization technique for this case is chosen to be the genetic algorithm

(GA), for more details see section 6.3.2. It should be noted that GA maximizes objective

function as they naturally seek the best fit. Thus the objective function computed by the GA is

defined as the inverse of the least-square functional S :ÐU ÑO

Z 7.15
KE
ÐU Ñ œ WÐU Ñ Ð ÑO O

"

 The following suitable parameters are chosen to generate results: population size of &!

individuals/generation, a string of eight bits to define each parameter within each individual, one

child per mating, a % probability of jump mutation, a % probability of creep mutation, and a% #!

&!% probability of crossover. This combination of parameters and procedures has been proven to

yield efficient and accurate optimization results for different cases carried out in this study.

7.3 Numerical Results

 The results of the inverse problem will be presented for two cases; the results for one

cooling slot, and the results for two cooling slots. Again, the conjugate heat transfer (CHT)

simulations presented in the third chapter will provide a numerical input to the inverse problem,

the numerical results simulate measurements.
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 7.3.1 Results of the Inverse Problem for One Cooling Slot

 Results are now presented for the inverse analysis of one cooling slots case. Each side of

the solid (metal) block is analyzed as a separate domain for the BEM analysis. To ensure that the

results are independent of the number of sinks, the results have been generated using six and ten

singularities (sinks) distributed within the extended domain which in each case occupies the size

of the slot itself. To achieve a grid independent solution, the one-cooling slot case is modeled

with 47 and 62 boundary elements for the left block and 97 and 142 boundary elements for the

right block. The genetic algorithm provided a global optimum for the strength of the six and ten

uniformly distributed sinks after 200 generations for both the left and right blocks. Figure 7.5

shows the BEM discretization as well as a plot of the temperature contours and the heat flux

vector field for the two blocks combined.

 After the singularity strengths were optimized, the normal heat fluxes along the actual

edges of the cooling slots were found in a post-processing stage by simply calculating heat flux

vector components on internal points distributed inside the extended domain where the actual

cooling slot edges are located. Figures 7.6 through 7.8 show the BEM/GA predicted normal heat

fluxes along the left and right edges of the cooling slot in comparison with the CHT simulated

normal heat fluxes  A summary of the least square errors at variable numbers of sinks andÞ

elements for both edges of the cooling slot are shown in Table 7.1. The results reveal good

accuracy in predicting the heat flux distributions. It can be seen that a distribution of ten

singularities (sinks) is suitable to reconstruct heat flux distributions along left and right edges of

the cooling slot. Also, the results are grid independent with 62, 142 elements for the left and

right edges, respectively; see Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.5. BEM discretization and resulting temperature contour plot with heat flux vector field
for the one cooling slot case.
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Figure 7.6. Plot of the predicted heat flux compared to the CHT simulated heat flux along the
walls of the one cooling slot case with six singularities (sinks).
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Figure 7.7. Plot of the predicted heat flux compared to the CHT simulated heat flux along the
walls of the one cooling slot case with ten singularities (sinks).
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Figure 7.8. Plot of the predicted heat flux compared to the CHT simulated heat flux along the
walls of the one cooling slot case with ten singularities (sinks).

Table 7.1. A summary for the least square errors (LSE) for the one cooling slot case.

Left Edge LSE Right Edge LSE Ð[Î7 Ñ Ð[Î7 Ñ
RW œ "!ß R œ '# ))#Þ& RW œ "!ß R œ "%# #'*Þ"
RW œ "!ß R œ %( *$&Þ% RW œ "!ß R œ *( #('Þ!
RW œ ' ß R œ %( *()Þ# RW œ ' ß R œ *( $#%Þ)

# #

7.3.2 Results of the Inverse Problem for Two Cooling Slots

 The two-cooling slots case is modeled with 62 boundary elements for the left block, 69

boundary elements for the mid block, and 142 boundary elements for the right block. This

number of elements ensure a grid independent solution. The genetic algorithm provided a global

optimum for the strength of the 10 uniformly distributed sinks after 200 generations for the left,

mid, and right blocks. Figure 7.9 shows the BEM discretization as well as the temperature

contours and the heat flux vector field for the three blocks combined.

 Again, the normal heat fluxes along the actual edges of the cooling slots were found in

the post-processing stage after the singularity strengths were optimized. Figure 7.10 shows the

BEM/GA predicted normal heat fluxes along the left and right edges of the first cooling slot in

comparison with the CHT simulated normal heat fluxes, and Figure 7.11 shows the BEM/GA
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predicted normal heat fluxes along the left and right edge of the first cooling slot in comparison

with the CHT simulated normal heat fluxes. Again, the results are in a good agreement with the

CHT simulated heat fluxes.
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Figure 7.9. BEM discretization and resulting temperature contour plot with heat flux vector field
for the two cooling slots case.
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Figure 7.10. Plot of the predicted heat flux compared to the CHT simulated heat flux along the
walls of the first cooling slot with ten singularities (sinks).
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Figure 7.11. Plot of the predicted heat flux compared to the CHT simulated heat flux along the
walls of the second cooling slot ten singularities (sinks).

 In this chapter, a hybrid singularity superposition/boundary element-based inverse

problem method for the reconstruction of multi-dimensional heat flux distributions was

developed. Cauchy conditions are imposed at exposed surfaces that are readily reached for

measurements while convective boundary conditions are unknown at surfaces that are not

amenable to measurements such as the edges of cooling slots. The purpose of the inverse

analysis is to determine the heat flux distribution along cooling slot edges. This is accomplished

in an iterative process by distributing a set of singularities at the vicinity of the cooling slot

surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical domain with a given initial strength

distribution. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem is solved using the boundary

element method (BEM), and an objective function is defined to measure the difference between

the heat flux measured at the exposed surfaces and the heat flux predicted by the BEM under the

current strength distribution of the singularities. A genetic algorithm iteratively alters the

strength distribution of the singularities until the measuring surfaces heat fluxes are matched,

thus satisfying Cauchy conditions. Subsequent to the solution of the inverse problem, the heat

flux at the inaccessible surface is computed using the BEM. The hybrid singularity

superposition/BEM approach thus eliminates the need to mesh the surface of the film cooling

slot and the need to parametrize the heat flux over that surface. Rather, the heat flux is
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determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem is solved. The results provided

validate the approach and reveal agreement between the BEM/GA reconstructed heat fluxes and

the CHT simulated heat fluxes along the inaccessible cooling slot walls.

 Since this technique predicts agreement with the conjugate heat transfer (CHT)

simulations for the 2D cases; i.e. one- and two-cooling slots, we extend this technique for three-

dimensional applications. In the next chapter, a hybrid singularity superposition/boundary

element-based inverse method for the reconstruction of heat flux distributions in film cooling

holes will be developed. This technique will be applied with a vertical square cooling hole, and

cylindrical cooling hole as test cases.
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 CHAPTER 8

SINGULARITY SUPERPOSITION/BEM INVERSE TECHNIQUE TO
RECONSTRUCT HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN FILM

COOLING HOLES

8.1 Introduction

 In the previous chapter, a hybrid singularity superposition/boundary element-based

inverse problem method was developed to reconstruct heat flux distributions for the cases of one

and two cooling slots. Here, this technique will be extended to 3D applications, and specifically

to film cooling holes. The advantage of this technique is to eliminate the need of meshing the

cooling holes, which requires a large amount of effort to achieve a high quality mesh.  Moreover,

the use of singularity distributions significantly reduces the number of parameters sought in the

inverse problem. In this technique the inlets and the exits of the cooling holes will be assigned as

an adiabatic boundary condition and a distribution of singularities (sinks) will be located inside

the physical boundaries of each cooling hole (usually along cooling hole centerline) with a given

initial strength distribution. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem is solved using the

boundary element method (BEM), and an objective function is defined to measure the difference

between the heat flux measured at the exposed surfaces and the heat flux predicted by the BEM

under the current strength distribution of the singularities. A Genetic algorithm (GA) iteratively

alters the strength distribution of the singularities until the measuring surfaces heat fluxes are

matched, thus satisfying Cauchy conditions. Subsequent to the solution of the inverse problem,

the heat flux at the inaccessible surfaces is computed using BEM. The distribution of the heat

flux at the walls of the cooling hole is determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse

problem is solved. Again, this constitutes a tremendous advantage in solving the inverse

problem, particularly in the application of film cooling holes.
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8.2 Singularity Superposition and Inverse Problem Methodology

 Considering the case of a 3D film cooling hole supplied by a plenum, see Figure. 8.1(a).

The model consists of the hot gas domain, the coolant plenum supply (cold air), and the endwall

with single square/circular cooling hole. The measured temperature and heat flux at over-

specified surfaces (red color) are shown in Fig. 8.1(b), will be used as an input for the inverse

problem to determine the distributions of the temperature and heat flux along the film-cooling

hole walls. Also, the sides of the endwall in addition to the inlet and the exit surfaces of the

cooling hole are set to be an adiabatic.

 The inverse problem algorithm developed herein is similar to the one developed in the

previous chapter. Again, this methodology comprised of the forward problem solver: a hybrid

singular superposition/BEM method, and an  inverse problem solver: genetic algorithm to

determine strength distribution of the sinks to match Cauchy conditions imposed at exposed

surfaces.

Plenum

Endwall

Crossflo
w

Cooling Hole

Plenum

Endwall

Crossflo
w

Cooling Hole

(a) overall configuration.
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Endwallq̂,T̂
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(b) domain of the inverse conduction problem.

Figure 8.1. Schematic diagram for the Inverse Problem.

8.2.1 The Forward Problem Solver

 The purpose of the inverse problem is to determine the heat flux distribution ( ) at the;

walls of the cooling hole. This is accomplished in an iterative process. The temperature is

imposed at the exposed surfaces (top/bottom surfaces of the endwall), and to simulate the

extraction of energy from the coolant, a distribution of singularities (sinks) is located in the

vicinity of the cooling hole surfaces within the hole physical domain with a given initial strength

distribution, see Figure 8.2, usually, the sinks will be located along the cooling hole centerline.

The inlet and the exit surfaces of the cooling hole will be insulated to prevent energy from

flowing through them, this way all the energy that was extracted through the physical cooling

surface is captured by the sinks.
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•Top/Bottom Surfaces: Cauchy Conditions

• Gray Surfaces: Adiabatic Conditions

• Blue Line/Dots: Location of Singularities

•Top/Bottom Surfaces: Cauchy Conditions

• Gray Surfaces: Adiabatic Conditions

• Blue Line/Dots: Location of Singularities

 Figure 8.2. Thermal singularity superposition configuration.

 The mathematical formulation of the 3D case is similar to the 2D case by extending the

governing equations from two-dimensions to three-dimensions. The Poisson equation for the

temperature is:XÐBß Cß DÑ

fÞÒ5fXÐBß Cß DÑÓ  U ÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ œ ! Ð Ñ
Oœ"

RW

O O O O$ 8.1

where the generation term is the summation of singular field perturbations characterized by the

number of singularities/sinks ( ) localized Dirac delta functions,  is the thermal conductivityRW 5

( ),  represents the strength of the sinks   represents location of the[Î7ÞO U ß ÐB ß C ß D ÑO O O O

O>2 sink, and  is Dirac delta function. Again, the boundary elements method (BEM) approach$

is adopted to solve this problem. A standard BEM formulation starts with the introduction of an

arbitrary function  and a transformation of the governing equation into anKÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ3 3 3

integral equation over the domain  as:H
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(
(

H

H

fÞÒ5fXÐBß Cß DÑÓKÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ. œ

U Ð ÑKÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ.

3 3 3

RW

Oœ"
O 3 3 3

H

$ HBß Cß Dß B ß C ß DO O O

(8.2)

To transform the domain integral into contour integrals over the boundary ( ); Green's second>

identity is applied on the left-hand side and the sifting property of the Dirac delta function is

applied on the right-hand side of the equation above yielding:

(
* *
H

>

fÞÒ5fKÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D ÑÓ X ÐBß Cß DÑ . 

LÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ X ÐBß Cß DÑ .  KÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ ;ÐBß Cß DÑ . œ

U KÐB ß C ß D ß B ß C ß D Ñ

3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3

RW

Oœ"
O O O O 3 3 3

H

H >

(8.3)

where:

LÐ Ñ œ  5 `KÐ ÑÎ`8 Ð Þ Ñ

;Ð Ñ œ  5`XÐ ÑÎ`8

Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D

Bß Cß D Bß Cß D
3 3 3 3 3 3 8 4

Now, a Dirac delta function is used to perturb the adjoint operator on the arbitrary function

KÐ ÑBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D3 3 3  present in the last remaining domain integral in the equation as:

fÞÒ5fKÐ ÑÓ œ  Ð Ñ Ð Þ ÑBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D3 3 3 3 3 3$ 8 5

For 3D problems  can be found as the free-space solution to the adjointKÐ ÑBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D3 3 3

equation as:

KÐ Ñ œ Ð Ñ
"

% 5 ÐB  B Ñ  ÐC  C Ñ  ÐD  D Ñ
Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D3 3 3

1 È 3 3 3
# # #

8.6

Again, the sifting property of the Dirac delta function is recasted to lead to the following

boundary-only integral equation:
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GÐB ß C ß D Ñ X ÐB ß C ß D Ñ  XÐ ÑLÐ Ñ.  Ð Ñ

;Ð Ñ KÐ Ñ. œ U KÐ Ñ

3 3 3 3 3 3

RW

Oœ"
O

 8.7

 

*
*

>

>

Bß Cß D Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D

Bß Cß D Bß Cß Dß B ß C ß D B ß C ß D ß B ß C ß D

3 3 3

3 3 3 O O O 3 3 3

>

>

Introducing boundary discretization yields the following relation:

G X  L X  K ; œ U KÐ Ñs3 3 34 4 34 4

R R RW

4œ" 4œ" Oœ"
O   (8.8)B ß C ß D ß B ß C ß DO O O 3 3 3

where:

G œ " ÐB ß C ß D Ñ − Ð Ñ

G œ ÐB ß C ß D Ñ −
"

#
G œ ÐB ß C ß D Ñ Â

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

if 8.9

if  (smooth boundaries)

0 if

H

>

H

 Following the discretization of the boundary ( ) with ( ) nodal locations and the> R

collocation of   at these ( ) locations, the above equation reduces to the followingÐB ß C ß D Ñ R3 3 3

simultaneous set:

4œ" 4œ"

R R

34 4 34 4 3K ;  L X œ W Ð Ñ  8.10

where:

L œ L  Ð Ñs "

#

W œ U KÐ Ñ

34 34 34

3

Oœ"

RW

O

$

B ß C ß D ß B ß C ß DO O O 3 3 3

8.11

 In this case, constant boundary elements were used, see [140]. The strength of

singularities can be estimated by carrying out an energy balance over the domain of the inverse

problem (endwall) which yields to Equation (8.1), then integrating Equation (8.1) over the

domain (  yields the following relations:H)
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( (
H H

fÞÒ5fXÐBß Cß DÑÓ  U ÐBß Cß Dß B ß C ß D Ñ œ !. .H H
Oœ"

RW

O O O O$ (8.12)

*
>

5fXÐBß Cß DÑÞ8 U œ !p. >
Oœ"

RW

O (8.13)

 ; U œ !*
>

8

Oœ"

RW

O. > (8.14)

or

Oœ"

RW

O 8 8U œ ; E œ ; E*
> > >

> >; . œ8 3>
[ 3

[
(8.15)

where  is the surface area of the each boundary, E >[  are the wall boundaries of the cooling

hole, and  are the surface boundaries for the domain of the inverse problem. >3 Provided that a

well-posed problem is conformed with a properly defined geometry and set of boundary

conditions, see Figure 8.3, the discretized boundary integral equation, Equation. (8.10) is

reduced to:

E B œ ,  W Ð Ñ34 4 3 3 8.16

with  and where  contains the effects of the added singularities . The solution to3 œ "ÞÞÞR W U3 O

this system provides the full distribution of temperatures and heat fluxes around the boundary

that can later be used in the same formulation to calculate temperatures and heat fluxes anywhere

in the domain . Notice that the system in Equation (8.16) needs to be generated and LU-H

decomposed only once, and changing the strength of the singularities can be efficiently

accounted for in the solution by just updating the right-hand side vector and solving the system

again by a forward and back substitution.
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• Top/Bottom Surfaces: First type boundary (Temperature)

• Gray Surfaces: Adiabatic Conditions

• Blue Line/Dots: Location of Singularities

• Top/Bottom Surfaces: First type boundary (Temperature)

• Gray Surfaces: Adiabatic Conditions

• Blue Line/Dots: Location of Singularities

Figure 8.3. Set of boundary conditions for the BEM problem.

8.2.2 The Inverse Problem Solution

 The purpose of the inverse problem is to determine the heat flux distributions at the

surfaces/walls of the film cooling hole. This is done in an iterative process; the temperature is

imposed at exposed surfaces (top/bottom surfaces) and a distribution of singularites (sinks) is

located within the physical domain of the cooling hole (along cooling hole center line) with a

given initial strength distribution. A forward steady-state heat conduction problem is solved

using the boundary element method (BEM), and an objective function is defined to measure the

difference between the heat flux measured at the exposed surfaces and the heat flux predicted by

the BEM under current strength distribution of the sinks. This can be accomplished by

minimizing the following least-squares functional:

WÐU Ñ œ V Ð Ñ
"

R V

; ÐU Ñ  ;s
O

3œ" 3œ"

R R

3
7 3

3 O 3
#

ÍÍÍÌŠ ‹Š ‹‘7 7

8.16
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where  is the number of measuring points,  are the measured heat fluxes at the measuringR ;s7 3

points, and  are the computed heat fluxes for a given set of sink strengths,  is defined to; ÐU Ñ V3 3O

measure the smallest distance between any element and the location of the singularities (sinks);

i.e. is equal to the minimum of either or , where and  are defined as follows:V V" V# V" V#3 3 3 3 3

V" œ ÐB  B Ñ  ÐC  C Ñ  ÐD  D Ñ

V# œ ÐB  B Ñ  ÐC  C Ñ  ÐD  D Ñ

3 -3 /B3> -3 /B3> -3 /B3>
# # #

3 -3 386/> -3 386/> -3 386/>
# # #

(8.17)

where ( are the coordinates of the center of the  element, (  isB ß C ß D Ñ B ß C ß D Ñ-3 -3 -3 386/> 386/> 386/>3 >2-

the physical center of the cooling hole inlet, and (  is the physical center of theB ß C ß D Ñ/B3> /B3> /B3>

cooling hole exit. As we mentioned before that the inherent regularization property of the genetic

algorithms (minimization method of choice in this study), in addition to the discrete nature of a

finite number of singularities (sinks) to simulate the extracted energy, makes it unnecessary to

add any additional regularization to the functional, and would just slow down the minimization

process. Once the functional   is minimized, the resulting heat flux distribution alongß WÐU ÑßO

the physical walls of the film cooling hole can be smoothed-out by simple least-squares means.

Moreover, the calculation of the normal heat fluxes at the walls of the cooling hole (four lines,

one line per side) is done at a post-processing stage by computing the heat flux vector

components at internal points along the walls of the cooling hole (4-lines).

 8.2.3 The Genetic Algorithm

 Again, the optimization technique is chosen to be the genetic algorithm (GA), for more

details see section 6.3.2. As we mentioned before that GA maximizes objective function as they

naturally seek the best fit. Thus the objective function computed by GA is defined as the inverse

of the least-square functional S :ÐU ÑO

Z 8.18
KE
ÐU Ñ œ WÐU Ñ Ð ÑO O

"
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 The following suitable parameters were chosen to generate results: a population size of

&! individuals/generation, a string of eight bits to define each parameter within each individual.

The mating process produces one child per mating using uniform crossover which produces a

higher level of diversity than single point crossover, a % probability of jump mutation, a %% #!

probability of creep mutation, and a % probability of crossover. The population is not allowed&!

to grow (static population) and elitistic generation (the best parent survives to the next

generation). The population is completely eliminated after 50 generations if there is no further

improvement, keeping the best number of the population (restart). This combination of

parameters and procedures has been proven to yield efficient and accurate optimization results

for different cases carried out in this study.

8.3 Numerical Results

 The results of the inverse problem are presented for two cases: the results for single

square cooling hole, and the results for single circular cooling hole. For the case of a square

cooling hole, a forward problem is solved using the BEM first to generate boundary conditions at

the exposed surfaces (top/bottom surfaces), those are in turn used to simulate inputs to the

inverse problem. In contrast, for the case of the circular hole, a full conjugate heat transfer (CHT)

model is developed to simulate the experimentally measured data at the exposed surfaces, which

will provide a numerical input for the inverse problem.

8.3.1 Results of the Inverse Problem for Square Cooling Hole

 First, a solution to the forward problem will be established to used in obtaining heat flux

measurements which serves to simulate a numerical input to the inverse problem. In specific,
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consider a rectangular endwall (( ) ( ) ( )) with a vertical squareB œ ""-7 ‚ C œ #"-7 ‚ D œ $-7

cooling hole located at the geometrical center of the endwall, the cross-sectional area of the

cooling hole is ( ). The problem is discretised using (( ) ( )"-7 ‚ "-7 RB œ "" ‚ RC œ #"

‚ RD œ $ R2 œ " ‚ R2 œ "( )) constant elements for the endwall and (( ) ( )) for the cooling

hole, the total number of elements is calculated according to the following relation:

R œ #ÐRBRC RBRD RCRDÑ  %RDR2  #R2R2 (8.19)

Based on the above relation the total number of elements for the direct problem is 664 constant

elements. The geometry, the BEM discretization, and the boundary condition definitions are

shown in Figure 8.4: notice that the temperate is in units of ( ) and the heat transfer coefficientO

is in units of ( ). The endwall material is stainless steel with a constant thermal[Î7 O#

conductivity of ( 14.9 )5 œ [Î7ÞO

X Y

Z 1000T,500h surfacetopsurfacetop =∞=

100T,2000h holecoolingholecooling =∞=

0q surfacesside =

100T,500h surfacebottomsurfacebottom =∞=

X Y

Z 1000T,500h surfacetopsurfacetop =∞=

100T,2000h holecoolingholecooling =∞=

0q surfacesside =

100T,500h surfacebottomsurfacebottom =∞=

Figure 8.4. Geometry, BEM mesh, and boundary conditions used in solving the forward problem
of a vertical square hole.
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The discretized governing equations with the specified boundary conditions have been solved,

and the temperature distribution is shown in the Figure 8.5, it can be seen that the temperature

expands from 200°  to 680° .O O

X Y

Z

T

680

620

560

500

440

380

320

260

200

Figure 8.5. Temperature distributions for case of vertical square cooling hole predicted by the
BEM direct solution.

 The inverse problem had been solved just for the rectangular endwall without the square

cooling hole in it, the same discretization was used in the direct problem is applied in the inverse

problem which gives a total number of 654 constant elements; i.e.

((2 11 21) (2 11 3) (2 21 3)). The boundary conditions along the sides of the‚ ‚  ‚ ‚  ‚ ‚

endwall are adiabatic, whereas Cauchy conditions which were obtained from the direct solution

are applied at the top and the bottom surfaces. The inlet and the exit surfaces of the cooling hole

are set to an adiabatic boundary condition to ensure that all energy extracted by the cooling hole

is captured by the sinks. In this case, the sinks are located at the geometrical center of the

cooling hole. A distribution of three sinks were found to be a suitable number to have an

optimized solution. An initial guess of the strength of sinks ( ) is set to be between 400UO 
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and zero ( ) to begin the minimization process. [Î7# The genetic algorithm provided a global

optimum for the strength of the three uniformly distributed sinks after 600 generations with a

best fitness of 0.0725. Figure 8.6 shows the BEM discretization as well as the temperature

contour plot field along the endwall.

X Y

Z

T

680

620

560

500

440

380

320

260

200

Figure 8.6. BEM discretization and resulting temperature contour plot for the case of a vertical
square cooling hole predicted by the inverse solution.

 After the singularity strengths were optimized, the normal heat fluxes along the actual

walls of the cooling hole were found in a post-processing stage by calculating heat flux vector

components on internal points distributed along each side of the actual walls of the cooling hole.

Because of problem symmetry, the GA predicted temperatures and heat fluxes can be compared

to the direct solution along one side of the cooling hole. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 shows the BEM/GA

reconstructed temperature and normal heat fluxes along one side/wall of the square cooling hole

in comparison with the direct simulated temperature and normal heat fluxes. The results reveal

good accuracy in predicting the temperature and heat flux distributions. It can be seen that a
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distribution of three singularities (sinks) is quite good to reconstruct heat flux distributions along

the sides of the square cooling hole.
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Figure 8.7. Plot of GA predicted temperature compared to the direct simulated temperature along
one side of the vertical square cooling hole.
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Figure 8.8. Plot of the GA predicted heat flux compared to the direct simulated heat flux along
one side of the vertical square cooling hole.
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8.3.2 Results of the Inverse Problem for Circular Cooling Hole

 For the case of the circular hole, a full conjugate heat transfer (CHT) model is developed

to simulate the experimentally measured data at the exposed surfaces, which provides a

numerical input for the inverse problem. More details about the conjugate heat transfer

simulations are explained in chapter four. In this case, the endwall dimensions are

(( 50 ) ( 3 ) ( 9 )) with single circular cooling hole. The cooling holeB œ -7 ‚ C œ -7 ‚ D œ -7

has a diameter of ( ) with an injection angle of 30° with the axial direction. Here, theH œ "-7

conjugate heat transfer simulations were modeled using a linear model for the thermal

conductivity ( 16.63 ). Since the mesh for CHT model is different from the BEM5 œ [Î7ÞO

mesh, the CHT simulated temperatures and heat fluxes were interpolated from the CHT mesh to

BEM mesh using radial basis functions (RBF) interpolation with 20 points. The inverse problem

is modeled using a discretization of 1254 constant elements; i.e.

((2 50 90) (2 50 3) (2 9 3)). The CHT mesh and the BEM mesh are shown in‚ ‚  ‚ ‚  ‚ ‚

Figure 8.9.

(a) CHT mesh
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(b) BEM mesh

Figure 8.9. A plot of CHT mesh and the BEM mesh used for solving the circular cooling hole.

 The inverse problem was solved using a distribution of 20 singularities (sinks). Those

sinks were distributed along five lines such that there are four sinks per line. The optimum

location of the lines were found to be one line at the geometrical center of the circular hole,

whereas, the other four lines were located by offsetting the centerline by a distance of ( ) inHÎ%

the four sides, as shown in Figure 8.10. An initial guess of the strength of sinks ( ) is set to beUO

between 200 and 200 ( ) to begin the minimization process. [Î7#

 

Crossflow 
Direction

Figure 8.10. Location of the 20 singularities (sinks) along the five lines (blue) used for solving
the inverse problem of circular cooling hole.
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 The genetic algorithm provided a global optimum for the strength of the twenty

uniformly distributed sinks after 2000 generations with a best fitness of 0.00156. Figure 8.6

shows a temperature contours predicted by both the CHT simulation as well as the GA solution.

(a) CHT solution
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396
380
364
348
332
316
300

(B) GA solution

Figure 8.11. A plot of the temperature contours predicted by both CHT and GA solutions for
circular cooling hole.
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 Again, after the singularity strengths were optimized, the normal heat fluxes along the

actual walls of the cooling hole were found in a post-processing stage by calculating heat flux

vector components on internal points distributed along each side of the actual walls of the

cooling hole. In this case, the GA reconstructed temperatures and heat fluxes were compared to

the CHT simulated ones along four lines; Line-1 through Line-4, located at the physical walls of

the cooling hole as shown in Figure 8.12. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 shows the BEM/GA

reconstructed temperature and normal heat fluxes along the four lines/edges of the circular

cooling hole in comparison with the CHT simulated temperature and normal heat fluxes. The

results reveal good accuracy in predicting the temperature and heat flux distributions. It can be

seen that a distributions of twenty singularities (sinks) along five lines is good enough to

reconstruct heat flux distributions along the sides of the circular cooling hole.

Line-1

Line-4

Line-3
Line-2

Line-1

Line-4

Line-3
Line-2

Figure 8.12. Location of the four lines/edges used to compare the GA predicted results to the
CHT simulated ones for the case of circular cooling hole.
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Figure 8.13. Plot of GA predicted temperature compared to the CHT simulated temperature
along four lines for the case of circular cooling hole.
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Figure 8.14. Plot of GA predicted temperature compared to the CHT simulated temperature
along four lines for the case of circular cooling hole.

 In this chapter, a hybrid singularity superposition/boundary element-based inverse

problem method for the reconstruction of 3D heat flux distributions was developed. Cauchy

conditions are imposed at exposed surfaces that are readily reached for measurements while

convective boundary conditions are unknown at surfaces that are not amenable to measurements

such as the walls of cooling holes. The purpose of the inverse analysis is to determine the heat

flux distribution along edges/walls of the cooling holes. This is accomplished in an iterative

process by distributing a set of singularities at the vicinity of the cooling hole surfaces along the

cooling hole centerline with a given initial strength distribution. A forward steady-state heat

conduction problem is solved using the boundary element method (BEM), and an objective

function is defined to measure the difference between the heat flux measured at the exposed

surfaces and the heat flux predicted by the BEM under the current strength distribution of the

singularities. A genetic algorithm iteratively alters the strength distribution of the singularities

until the measuring surfaces heat fluxes are matched, thus, satisfying Cauchy conditions. The

hybrid singularity superposition/BEM approach thus eliminates the need to mesh the surfaces of

the film cooling hole and the need to parametrize the heat flux over that surface. Rather, the heat
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flux is determined in a post-processing stage after the inverse problem is solved. The results

provided validate the approach and reveal good accuracy between the BEM/GA predicted heat

fluxes and the CHT simulated heat fluxes along the inaccessible cooling hole walls.

 Once the heat flux distributions are determined, it is the practice in heat transfer to report

the result by defining the local film coefficient ( ) as the local heat flux normalized with2B

respect to an appropriate reference temperature. The resulting film coefficient distributions are

then fit to a correlations reflecting dependency on position, the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers,

which will be the subject of the next chapter.
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 CHAPTER 9

CORRELATING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

9.1 Introduction

 Once the heat flux distributions are determined, it is the practice in heat transfer to report

the result by defining the local film coefficients ( ) as the local heat flux normalized with2B

respect to an appropriate reference temperature as:

2 œ
;

ÐX X Ñ
B

AßB

A+66ßB </0
(9.1)

where  is the local heat transfer coefficient ( ),  is local wall heat flux  ( ),2 [Î7 ÞO ; [Î7B AßB
# #

X OÑ X ÐOÑA+66ßB </0 is local wall temperature ( , and  is a reference temperature . The reference

temperature can be defined as the fluid bulk temperature, or the adiabatic wall temperature. In

this study, we set the reference temperature to be equal to the fluid bulk temperature at the

cooling slot/slot inlet which is amenable to measurements. The dependency of the local heat

transfer coefficient on the relevant dimensionless parameters is readily found from dimensional

analysis to be:

2 œ 0ÐV/ ß T <Ñ œ
R? 5

H
B B

B (9.2)

where  is the local Reynolds number,  is thermal conductivity for fluid (air),  is PrandtlV/ 5 T<B

number which is equal to  for air  is the diameter of the cooling hole/slot for a slot,!Þ(# ß H Ð

H œ #AÑ A R?,  is the slot width, and  is local Nusselt number.B

 It is interesting to compare results of curve fitting the local heat transfer coefficient to

existing correlations, for example, the Dittus-Boelter equation for constant wall temperature

ÐGXÑ boundary condition in a cylindrical pipe is [144]:
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R? œ !Þ!#$V/ T<H
%Î&
H

8 (9.3)

with  for (heating), and for  (cooling), this formula is8 œ !Þ% X  X 8 œ !Þ$ X  X= 7 = 7 

applicable for , , and .  ,  are surface and bulkV/  "!ß !!! ÐPÎHÑ  "! !Þ( Ÿ T< Ÿ "'! X Xµ µH = 7

temperatures, respectively. It is noted that the above formula tends to over-predict the Nusselt

number for gases by at least %, and to under-predict Nusselt number for the higher-Prandtl-#!

number fluids by % [145]. Another formula derived by Kays and Crawford [145] for(  "!

turbulent flow in a circular tube with fully developed velocity and temperature profiles in a

cylindrical pipe subjected to a constant wall heat rate is:ÐGLÑ

R? œ !Þ!##V/ T<H
!Þ) !Þ&
H (9.4)

and for a constant wall temperature, the above equation can be modified by lowering the

coefficient a few percents to yield :ÐGXÑ

R? œ !Þ!#"V/ T< Ð ÑH
!Þ) !Þ&
H 9.5

 In this chapter, the heat transfer coefficient will be defined and curve fitted for two cases:

the first case is single cooling slot case at an injection angle of , an45º d the second case is a

single cylindrical cooling hole at an injection angle of 30º.

9.2 The One Cooling Slot Case

 In this case, the endwall has one cooling slot at an injection angle of 45º, the slot opening

is ( ), slot width is (= œ !Þ!!&7 A œ !Þ!!("7) which gives a hydraulic diameter of

( ). A schematic diagram for the endwall is shown in Figure 9.0.H œ #A œ !Þ!"%7

Left Edge Right EdgeLeft Edge Right Edge

Figure 9.1. A schematic diagram for the endwall with one cooling slot case.
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 The thermal conductivity for air is  , the mass flow rate through theÐ5 œ !Þ!#' [Î7ÞOÑ

cooling slot is , length of the cooling slot is , coolant inletÐ7 œ !Þ$&% 51Î=/-Ñ ÐP œ !Þ!#"#7Ñ†

temperature is , and the coolant exit temperature is , and theÐX œ #*(Þ'OÑ ÐX œ #*&Þ&OÑ-ß38 -ß9?>

reference temperature is the fluid bulk temperature which is equal to ( ).X œ X œ #*%Þ((O</0 7

The result of curve fitting the local heat transfer coefficient at the left-side of the cooling slot is,

see Figure 9.2(a):

2 œ
"  !Þ!%'V/ T<

#Þ&$' ‚ "!  B
B

B
!Þ%! !Þ'"

& #Þ$# !Þ&" (9.6)

and at the other side of the cooling slot, i.e. the right side, is given by, see Figure 9.2(b):

2 œ
#$(*T<ÐV/ Ñ

Ð!Þ!##"  BÑ
B

B
!Þ)#"

"Þ$)
(9.7)
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Figure 9.2. Curve fitting the local heat transfer coefficient along cooling slot edges for the case
of one cooling slot.

 A comparison in terms of Nusselt number for the average curve fitted heat transfer

coefficient along each side and the values predicted by the other correlations is shown in Table

9.1. It can be seen that the average curve fitted  for both sides is approximately equal to theR?H
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average  predicted by Dittus-Boelter and Kays-Crawford correlations for a constant wallR?H

temperature, and it is in a better agreement with the average  predicted by Dittus-BoelterR?H

equation for a constant wall temperature and Kays-Crawford correlation for a constant wall heat

rate.

Table 9.1. A comparison of the average Nusselt number for the case of one cooling slot.

Correlation Name
Left Side, Curve fitted
Right Side, Curve fitted   
Average of left and right sides
Dittus-Bo

ÐR? Ñ

#*#Þ!
()Þ)

")&Þ%

H +@1Þ

elter Equation, ( )
Kays & Crawford Equation, (
Kays & Crawford Equation, ( )
Average of Dittus ( ) & Kays ( )

CT
CH)
CT

CT CH

#!&Þ&
"')Þ$
"'!Þ'
")'Þ*
")$Þ"Average of Dittus ( ) & Kays ( )CT CT

9.3 The Single Cylindrical Cooling Hole Case

 This is a 3D gas turbine endwall with one single, scaled-up cylindrical film cooling hole

at an injection angle of 30°, a diameter of 10 and length-to-diameter ratio of .77ß ÐPÎH œ 'Ñ

The endwall has a cross-sectional area of 90  in width and 30  in height with total length77 77

of 500 , the geometry is shown in Figure 9.3.77
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Endwall

Cooling Hole

Figure 9.3. Geometry for the 3D endwall with single, scaled-up cylindrical cooling hole.

 In this case, the analyses were done at more representative gas turbine engine conditions.

For example, the coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio was set to 0.54; i.e. the total temperature

at the primary and secondary channels inlets were 540  and 290 , respectively. In order toO O

investigate this case at different blowing ratios from one up to five, the total pressure in the

plenum was set to 109750 , the total pressure at the mainflow inlet was 100400 , and theT+ T+

static pressure at the mainflow outlet was adjusted to endup with the targeted blowing ratio. The

conjugate cases with one cylindrical cooling hole are summarized in Table 9.2, where  isQ

blowing ratio, , 7 V/†  is the mass flow rate  is the Reynolds number based on cooling holeH

diameter, and 2+@1Þ is the area weight average along the walls of the cooling hole based on the

plenum bulk temperature as a reference temperature.
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Table 9.2. A summary for the conjugate heat transfer CHT models with one cylindrical cooling
hole case.

R9Þ T ÐT+Ñ Q 2 Ð[Î7 OÑ

" $!ß !!! "Þ#" !Þ!"$% "!(ß &!) ()(Þ!!
# ')ß !!! "Þ#% !Þ!"#' **ß %*( (%%Þ(!
$ )&ß !!! "Þ$% !Þ!"!( )"ß $'( '&)Þ##
% *

/B3> +@1Þ
#7 Ð51Î=/-Ñ V/†

H

%ß !!! "Þ'" !Þ!!*" ''ß %$& &(&Þ!!
& *&ß %!! "Þ(% !Þ!!)) '$ß '") &&)Þ*%
' *(ß !&! #Þ!) !Þ!!)% '!ß !'# &$)Þ)$
( *)ß '!! #Þ&' !Þ!!)! &'ß %&" &"!Þ'(
) **ß &!! $Þ&# !Þ!!() &%ß $&' &!'Þ#&
* "!!ß !!! %Þ)) !Þ!!(' &$ß !&" %*"Þ#!

 A plot of the velocity ( ) and temperature ( ) contours along the cooling hole7Î=/- O

centerline plane  are shown in Figure 9.4. It can be seen that as the blowing ratioÐD œ !Ñ

increases the jet penetrates deeper into the crossflow which results in a poorer fim cooling

performance.

  
(a) Blowing Ratio, Q œ "Þ#"
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(b) Blowing Ratio, Q œ #Þ!)

  
(c) Blowing Ratio, Q œ $Þ&#

  
(d) Blowing Ratio, Q œ %Þ))

Figure 9.4. Velocity magnitude contours  on the left and temperature magnitudeÐ7Î=/-Ñ
contours  on the right along centerline plane  in the film cooling hole region atÐOÑ ÐD œ !Ñ
different blowing ratios.
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 The result of curve fitting the average heat transfer coefficient along the walls of the

cooling hole, see Figure 9.5, is:

2 œ
!Þ#%%  V/ T< XV

!Þ$"& Q

– (9.8)curvefitted
H
!Þ'& !Þ%% "Þ!%

!Þ!% !Þ#!

where  is the blowing ratio,  is the Reynolds number based on the cooling hole diameter,Q V/H

T< XV is Prandtl number, and  is the coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio and it is equal to

0.54. Given that the thermal conductivity for air is  , then the averageÐ5 œ !Þ!#('( [Î7ÞOÑ

Nusselt number based on the cooling hole diameter is:

R? œ
!Þ!))  !Þ$'V/ T< XV

!Þ$"& Q
H

H
!Þ'& !Þ%% "Þ!%

!Þ!% !Þ#! (9.9)
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Figure 9.5. Curve fitting the average heat transfer coefficient along the walls of the cylindrical
cooling hole.
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 CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

 Based on the work presented in this study the following conclusions are drawn:

 1. In this study, conjugate heat transfer (CHT) finite volume models were developed to

predict the metal temperature, and hence the film cooling effectiveness for 2D and 3D endwalls

with application to film cooling slots/holes.

 2. Considering the cooling slots models, a comparative study, indicating the ability of

different turbulence models, is presented. This study showed that both versions of the - ;5 %

(RNG, RKE) and RSM models yielded essentially the same results with slight deviations. In

contrast, the two versions of -  (SKW, SST) underpredict the flow field in comparison with the5 =

other three models, and overpredict the temperature field. In terms of the film cooling

effectiveness, the predicted film effectiveness is in a better agreement with the analytical models

for the cases of one cooling slot, also, the conjugate heat transfer model produces significant

differences in comparison with the adiabatic models and analytical models.

 3. The conjugate heat transfer models for the 3D endwalls were considered at more

representative engine conditions, where the coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio was 0.54. For

the cases of single cylindrical cooling hole, the blowing ratio was 2.0, and the predictions of the

two-equation turbulence models were compared to experimental data in terms of local centerline

film cooling effectiveness. We found that it is very important to ascertain the grid dependence of

the solutions, and to have a high quality hexahedral gird for accurate results. It is shown that in

the region for , the predicted centerline effectiveness by the rÐBÎH Ÿ 'Ñ ealizable 5-  turbulence%

model exhibited the best agreement with experimental data, and the other two-equation models

under predicted the film cooling effectiveness. Whereas, in the region for , all modelsÐBÎH  'Ñ

over predicted the centerline film cooling effectiveness, and the best agreement was predicted by
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standard 5-  turbulence model% . Also, results show the effect of the conjugate heat transfer on the

temperature field in the film cooling hole region, and the additional heating up of the cooling jet

itself.

 4. Better film cooling characteristics can be achieved by considering the idea of shaping

the cooling holes, for this reason a fan-shaped cooling hole was considered. From a modeling

point of view, an important issue raised here is the grid topology, since it is a fan-shaped hole, a

big effort is required to generate a high quality hexahedral mesh. For this reason, the effect of

grid topology; i.e. hexahedral-, hybrid-, and tetrahedral-topology meshes on the predicted film

cooling effectiveness was studied in more details. The turbulence closure was modeled using

three turbulence models; RKE, SST, and V2F. We found that the predicted results using a hybrid

mesh are identical to those predicted using a hexahedral mesh; this reduces the time required to

generate a mesh especially for fan-shaped holes, and at the same time end up with accurate

results. Surprisingly, the realizable -  model performs better than the  turbulence model5 @  0% #

in predicting the surface temperature distribution and hence, the film cooling effectiveness.

 5. A novel inverse approach based on boundary elements and the genetic algorithm as

means of determining heat flux distributions along the edges of cooling slots has been

developed. The heat flux distributions are determined in an iterative manner by solving an

inverse problem whose objective is to adjust the film cooling slot wall temperatures and heat

fluxes until the temperature and heat flux at the measurement surfaces are matched in an overall

heat conduction solution. The heat conduction problem is solved using boundary element

methods (BEM), and the inverse problem is solved using genetic algorithm (GA). It can be noted

that the genetic algorithm reconstructed heat flux distribution is robust, yielding very accurate

results to both cases: exact input data, and error-laden inputs.

 6. A hybrid singularity superposition boundary element-based inverse approach for the

reconstruction of multi-dimensional heat flux distributions has been developed with application

to film cooling slots and film cooling holes. Cauchy conditions are imposed at exposed surfaces
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that are readily reached for measurements while convective boundary conditions are unknown at

surfaces that are not amenable to measurements such as the walls of cooling slots/holes. The

purpose of the inverse analysis is to determine the heat flux distribution along edges/walls of the

cooling slots/holes. This is accomplished in an iterative process by distributing a set of

singularities at the vicinity of the cooling slot surface inside a fictitious extension of the physical

domain or along the cooling hole centerline with a given initial strength distribution. A forward

steady-state heat conduction problem is solved using the boundary element method (BEM), and

an objective function is defined to measure the difference between the heat flux measured at the

exposed surfaces and the heat flux predicted by the BEM under the current strength distribution

of the singularities. A genetic algorithm iteratively alters the strength distribution of the

singularities until the measuring surfaces heat fluxes are matched, thus satisfying Cauchy

conditions. Subsequent to the solution of the inverse problem, the heat flux at the inaccessible

surface is computed using the BEM. The hybrid singularity superposition/BEM approach thus

eliminates the need to mesh the surface of the film cooling slot and the need to parametrize the

heat flux over that surface. Rather, the heat flux is determined in a post-processing stage after the

inverse problem is solved. The results provided validate the approach and reveal good agreement

between the BEM/GA predicted heat fluxes and the CHT simulated heat fluxes along the

inaccessible walls of the cooling slots/holes for the one- and  two- cooling slots and square and

circular cooling holes.

 7. After the heat flux distributions were determined, the results had been reported by

defining the local film coefficient ( ) as the local heat flux normalized with respect to an2B

appropriate reference temperature. The resulting film coefficient distributions were fit to

correlations reflecting dependency on position, the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers, blowing

ratios, as well as coolant-to-mainflow temperature ratio. The correlations showed that the

Nusselt number or heat transfer coefficients exhibited a highly non-linear behavior as a function

of the considered parameters.
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 The following areas are suggested for future research:

 1. In this study, the turbulence closure was modeled by applying the two-equations

approach, which is considered a “standard” approach due to ease of implementation and

computational economy. Also, the two-equations approach is based on the assumption that the

eddy viscosity is the same for all Reynolds stresses, i.e. isotropic eddy viscosity. A natural

extension will be the application of a higher order and a more accurate turbulence model to

account for the flow anisotropy such as Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) for the cases of 3D

cylindrical and fan-shaping cooling holes.

 2. Conjugate heat transfer models were simulated for the cases of one- and two-cooling

slots in addition to single cylindrical and fan-shaped cooling holes. An extension can be

considered is developing a conjugate heat transfer model to investigate the local and laterally

averaged film cooling effectiveness with multiple cooling holes or one or more rows of cooling

holes.

 3. In developing the inverse problem approach to reconstruct the heat flux distributions,

all computations were carried out using a discontinuous quadratic isoparametric boundary

elements in 2D cooling slots and constant boundary elements in 3D cooling holes. A higher

accuracy results can be obtained by considering higher order boundary elements, i.e. linear,

quadratic, and cubic elements.

 4. The boundary integral equations (BIEs) were developed based on a linear model for

the thermal conductivity; i.e. the thermal conductivity was assumed to be constant. Whereas, at

gas turbine engine conditions, the metal thermal conductivity is a non-linear function of

operating temperature. An extension that can be considered in developing the boundary integral

equation is the introduction of the classical Kirchhoff transform which will remove the non-

linearity effect in the steady state heat conduction equation, and account for the variation of the

thermal conductivity.
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 5. In this study, the inverse problem approaches were developed to reconstruct the heat

flux distributions for one slot, two slots, square holes, and cylindrical holes. Another extension

will be to consider more complicated geometries such as shaped slots and shaped holes; i.e. fan-

shaped holes.
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